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'Special 
Election'
 
May  
27,  
28
 Decides
 
Top
 
A.S.
 
Officials
 
In a 
complicated
 resolution 
Wednes-
day night.
 
Associated  
Students 
1A.S.)  
Council
 
set the dates for determining 
the  top A S. officers
 and election of 
five 
students  to Academic
 Council. 
Terming
 the election for A.S. presi-
dent, vice 
president,  treasure! and 
Academic Council persons a "special 
election." 
council members set Tuesday 
and Wednesday, 
May 27 and 28 for 
that 
election.  
The runoff
 for A.S.
 attorney 
general 
and 
two  referendums
 concerning 
mone-
tary 
compensation  for 
A.S.
 officials 
and 
legal
 aid for 
students
 will also be 
decided
 at that 
time.  
Tuesday,
 May 20, was set for 
the 
application deadline, 
political party 
registration and 
a general 
candidates'
 
meeting at 4 p.m. in 
the  
College
 
Union.  
KV 
THE 
BOOK  
According 
to 
the 
resolution,
 all regu-
lations
 of the Election Code 
lAct
 24) 
used in the recent 
general
 election will 
apply
 to all candidates. However, the 
rules applying to advance notice and 
those "provision for the duration of 
campaigning prior to said election," 
are 
suspended for the special
 election. 
If a runoff for A.S. president, 
vice 
president and treasurer 
is
 necessitated 
by no one ticket
 
receiving
 a 
majority  
Olsen 
Holding 
New Charges 
On Good Guys 
Lew Sulitske, A.S. chief
 justice, has 
said
 the Judiciary "would
 hear" new 
charges  against 
the already
-disquali-
fied 
MeMasters
 ticket were they pre-
sented to him. 
And yesterday. the 
Daily learned, 
Roger 
Olsen,
 A.S. attorney 
general, 
has 
new 
charges 
against  that 
ticket 
in his 
possession.
 
But  he is not 
planning  
to file them 
-- 
yet. 
"As 
long as the 
MeMasters 
ticket  
stands  
disqualified
 from 
the  A.S. 
elec-
tion, I 
see no point
 in throwing
 addi-
tional 
bricks 
at
 them,"
 he said, "even 
if the 
charges  may 
be
 justified." 
'IN ABEVANC'E' 
Ile 
said
 he is holding
 the charges 
in 
abeyance  until 
the College
 
Judicial
 Ap-
peals Board 
decides 
whether  to 
uphold
 
the Judiciary's
 decision
 Saturday 
to ex-
pel the 
Good Guys 
ticket. which 
polled 
2,565 of 
6,163  votes in the 
recent  A.S. 
election. 
(It was not 
know
 
what effect
 
the 
Judiciary's  
late -afternoon
 clarification 
of its 
derision,
 making it pos.sible
 for 
individual
 
membras
 though 
not  
the 
ticket
 itself
 to run,
 would 
have
 on 
Olsen's  position
 in 
regards  to the 
new
 
charges.)
 
Members of the
 tieket included Jim 
McMasters,  Rob 
Foss and Bob
 Kelley, 
running
 
for 
president,
 \lee president
 
and 
treasurer,
 
respectively.
 
FOI*ND  
Ol'ILTY
 
In that 
hearing,  
the
 ticket 
itself was 
found 
guilty  on 
one  eount 
of
 accepting
 
off
-campus
 aid  
and 
Kelley  on 
charges 
of
 
misrepresentation
 and 
dishonest 
praetice.
 The 
hearing 
stemmed  
from 
charges 
filed 
against  the 
ticket 
at
 the 
time
 of 
the 
A.S.  
eleetion.
 
In 
line 
with  a 
judiciary
 
stipulation,
 
Olsen
 
indicated
 
that 
the  new 
charges,
 
if and
 when
 
they
 are
 
introduced,
 
will  
not
 
come  
out
 of 
new
 evidence
 but only 
from
 
testimony
 
given 
by 
members of 
the
 
ticket  
at 
the 
first
 
hearing.
 
 51 per cent of the votes  
a runoff 
will
 be held Monday 
and Tuesday, 
June 
2 and 3. 
However, developments
 continuing 
from
 the April general 
election may 
postpone
 any final
 
decision  on who 
will
 lead the student 
body onward and 
upward 
in 1969-70. 
POSSIBLE 
APPEAL 
A Wednesday
 judicial 
interpretation  
of last 
Saturday
 morning's decision al-
lows 
either
 Jim 
McMasters,  
Rob  Foss 
or 
Robert  Kelley 
to run for any of 
the 
top A.S. 
positions,  but 
not 
as a ticket. 
This 
may  lead 
to appeals
 of the ju-
dicial decision, Tim 
Fitzgerald, execu-
tive assistant to A.S. 
Pres. Dick Moner, 
said.
 
(For details on the judicial inter-
pretation and
 the Good Guys contro-
versy,
 see bulletin on page 
one.)  
If any 
pending
 appeals regarding 
A.S. Judiciary decisions of May 10 and 
14 are not resolved 
by next week, the 
final decision for 
A.S.  president, vice 
president and treasurer will be post-
poned until October, explained Fitz-
gerald.
 
The five new positions on Academic 
Council  were 
opened to students
 when 
Academic Council revamped its con-
stitution and by-laws earlier this 
month to allow "more
 student repre-
sentation" on the policy making organ 
of the college, acocrding to Fitzgerald, 
newly elected Academic Council mem-
ber. 
NEW' COUNCIL 
SEATS  
The additional five students raises 
student representation 
on Academic 
Council to eight; seven elected from 
the student body and the A.S. presi-
dent. 
Continuing the April general elec-
tion, incumbent Roger 
Olsen  and 
Sandy Heller vie for A.S. attorney 
general on the May 27-28 ballot also. 
Direction on 
whether  the A.S. should 
hire a Santa Clara Cottnty law firm 
to provide individual counseling and 
other attorney
 services for individual 
students paid from a special account 
funded by the entire student lxxly
 will 
also be sought from voters. 
Voters will also answer "Should 
stu-
dent government 
officials  or others who 
render service of assistance to the A.S. 
SJS be eligible
 for compensation in 
the forms of scholarships,
 grants -in -
aids of stipends?" 
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Trustees  
Back 
Administration:s
 
Rehiring 
Profs 
Norman F:pstein, 
attorney  for 
the 
State College  Board 
of Trustees, said 
1Vionday the board will back up the 
SJS 
administration in reconunending 
reinstatement for 16 faculty membeis 
who participated in the American 
Federation  of Teachers (AFT) 
strike
 
last January. 
Pres. Robert D. 
Clark agreed 
with 
the AFT to recommend reinstatement 
of 22 faculty members who lost tenure 
and other benefits when they missed 
five teaching clays during
 the strike. 
In a pre-trial conference called by 
the State Personnel Board in San 
Francisco, Monday, Epstein said the 
trustees had nu objections to full re-
in.statment of 16 
of the SJS strikers. 
He 
warned,
 however, that the 
trustees
 
might not tolerate any such "deals" 
in future walkouts. 
Victor 
J. Van Bourg, attorney for 
the AFT, said Tuesday he 
believed 
"All faculty members axe going
 to be 
recommended
 for reinstatement.'' 
He said, although the 
college  took 
the 
position that 16 
faculty members 
were "no 
problem"  for 
reinstatement,  
the 
remaining  six 
instructors
 vvill be 
recommended for 
reinstatement  by 
June  2. 
"The trustees 
and AFT 
will
 enter 
into 
stipulation,
 and the 
matter will 
be taken 
care of at that
 time," Van 
Bourg said. 
The 
six faculty members, he 
added. 
who were not 
named,
 could not now 
be recommended 
because they are 
part-
time 
instructors,
 have 
proceedings 
pending
 against them,
 or have never
 
been terminated.
 
A 
local newspaper
 quoted 
F:pstein  
RS saying, 
"I
 want to 
make  it 
clear
 we 
believe
 that a 
strike  is very 
serious 
and warrant
 sanctions.
 Should 
there  
ever 
be
 another 
strike . . . 
strongest 
measures 
will
 be 
taken."  
Hearing
 officer 
Robert 
Hill  was 
present  at 
the
 conference.
 
nehuf grieid 
,c) 
Singing Rabbi Concert 
Singing
 Rabbi Shloino Carebach will 
lead it group sing -in on the lawn 
by
 Cafe. 
teria A and B today at 1:30 p.m. The 
"Pied  
Piper
 Floly Man." who 
travels
 
throughout
 the world,  is 
sponsored  by College
 
Union  Program Board. 
Soviet  Films Talk 
Laura Murra, expert 
on Soviet films, will be a 
guest lecturer at Dr. 
William  
Manders Soviet 
Civilization  course tonight at 7 in S164. 
Miss 
Murra has visiterl the USSR 
twice  and has 
corresponded  
regularly
 
with  
Soviet 
film critics. She will bring
 a collection of film 
materials  to 
class.
 All 
students  may attend. 
Folk
 Concert 
Folksinger
 
Sandy  
Bull,
 who includes
 
jazz.
 
Arabic  and 
Indian  music in his 
pres-
entations,  will appear in the 
Art Quad tomorrow night
 at 8:15.  His free concert
 
is sponsored 
Cttllege Uniiin PrOgralll 
Tio:1111.
 
Malcolm 
X Program 
The newly-in.stituted 
Black Studies Department in 
recognitkm  
of
 the
 May 
19th 
birthday of 
Malcolm
 X, the "Fire
 Prophet." will 
hold a two-day. 
convocation  at 
ST& according to 
Black studies 
spokesman  Mel 
Whitfield.
 
Pmminent 
authorities,
 notable for 
their interest in 
the Afro-American 
area, 
will be one feature
 of the Sunday and 
Monday program, 
which is open to the 
entire comnumity. 
Sparta  
Life 
Sparta Life, SJS' feature 
magazine,
 will 
go on 
sale 
Monday 
for for 50 cents. 
The spring 
issue features 
art  work. 
photography
 and in-depth
 features. Alex 
Haley, author
 of the 
"Autobiography  of 
Malcolm  X," is 
interviewed.  
First
 
SJS  
Survey
 
Increasing
 
Minorities
 
*MITOWS  
NOTE:
 
This  
is 
the 
first of a 
iliree-part
 
%CHIN
 
all
 
minorities.
 
Today's
 
article
 
deals
 
ulth  
thi
 
ithnie
 
structure  
at 
S,1S.
 
rt
 
11 Will 
(11.41.11`04
 
the 
role 
played
 
by 
campus
 
organizations,
 
and  
Part
 
III 
feature
 comments
 
by
 
students
 on 
current 
problems
 and
 
future
 
nerds.
 
By 
MAI  
BROADY
 
and  
MARSHA
 GIMES,
 
Daily 
Minorities
 
Writers
 
'rhe 
snow-white  
lave 
of
 8,1S, as it 
was  
five
 
)ears 
ago, 
has 
darkened
 
several
 
shades,
 
with  
minority
 
enrollment
 
now 
standing  
at
 
over
 
10 
per 
cent.  
Foreign
 
students  
represent
 
the 
largest
 mi-
nority
 
on 
campus.
 areording
 to 
a sumey 
eon -
&clad 
during
 sprine 
registration
 by Ralph 
Poblano,
 SJS
 ombudsman. 
Foreign 
students
 
enrollment
 
totaled
 676 of 
21,663 
students.
 Orientals 
number
 723, Mex-
ican
-Americans  
492 and Blacks 
395.
 
Of
 the 
Mexican -Americans, 243 were enrolled 
under
 
the 
Educational 
Opportunity 
Pmgram
 
(EOP),
 
while 205 of the Blacks were in that program.
 
Poblano's survey 
also indicated that there 
were 148 American Indians
 enrolled at SJS, 
69 of whom declared full Indian blood. 
PRIOR ENROLLMENT 
UNKNOWN  
This 
suney.
 the first 
of
 its kind to be con-
ducted 
at &IS, 
prompted
 
response from 
12,854  
students,  
or
 
59.33  
mg
 cent
 of the  total 
enrollment.
 I3ecause 
no 
connairable 
survey  had 
ever
 
been
 
attempted  before, figures on minor-
ity 
enrollment
 fmm 
previous
 years were not 
available.
 
As 
evil  
student
 
went through
 
the line dur-
ing the 
list
 
registration
 period. 
he wne asked 
STUDENTS 
FOR A DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIETY
 (SDS) 
led a march 
on the Police Science Week 
display
 area in 
MacQuarrie Hall yesterday to protest 
the Department 
of Law Enforcement as well as the 
administration's  de-
nying the SDS permission to set up a 
counter -display in 
No. 120 
the  area on 
Tuesday.
 Campus, 
student,  city and 
county 
law 
enforcement
 personnel 
prevented the 
picketers 
from 
entering  the area. 
The  march followed 
a noon rally 
on 
Seventh  Street 
during
 which SDS 
attempted
 to gain 
support
 for the march 
on the Police 
Week
 display. 
Security
 Thwarts
 
SDS 
Police
 
Display
 Protest
 
By MICHAEL CRONK 
Daily Political Writer 
A 
Students  for a Democratic Society 
(sps)
 led march on the 
MacQuarrie  
Hall
 Police Science 
Week display WaS 
thwarted yesterday 
by
 a determined 
college administration
 fearful that 
their presence
 theie would produce 
"an explosive situation." 
The march,
 a symbolic protest of 
the Department
 of Law 
Enforcement  
and 
Administration, was 
non-violent,  
as SDS had intended. 
The 
60 -some pickets, 
marching  from 
a South
 Seventh Street SDS rally, 
were 
met  by a human wall of 
security  
officers  who prevented 
them
 from en-
tering the
 actual display 
area. 
The 
pickets
 started marching 
in
 a 
circle 
on the San Carlos 
Street  side-
walk directly in 
front  of the display 
area. under 
the  watchful eyes 
of
 cam-
pus, 
student, city and county 
law en-
forcement personnel. 
After  marching 
for
 15 minutes, 
sev-
eral  of the pickets 
attempted to enter
 
the actual 
display  area. 
They were 
confronted  by Ernest 
Quinton,  campus 
security
 chief. 
TOLD TO LEAVE 
Quinton told
 the students 
they
 would 
have to 
leave. When 
asked by the 
dissenting 
students 
what
 law they 
were 
violating, 
Quinton  
would  not 
respond.
 
One 
student 
asked 
Quinton  
what 
would 
happen if 
they 
stayed.
 Quinton
 
replied,
 "Stick 
around 
and  
you'll
 see." 
When
 asked
 by the 
Daily 
what  law 
they were
 violating,
 Quinton
 said 
that 
the
 
administration
 had 
prohibited
 the 
pickets from
 the 
display
 
area.  The ad-
ministration
 
felt
 they 
"might 
create 
a 
disturbance" and 
an "explosive situa-
tion." 
Tuesday, Dr. David
 G. Barry, execu-
tive vice 
president,  denied 
SDS  per-
mission to set up a 
counter -display 
next 
to the police display. The 
reason  
given by Dr. Barry 
for the denial of 
permission  to set up the display 
in 
that area was that 
such  a display (de-
picting
 alleged police brutality) was 
not appropriate in that area. 
TRI'E REASON 
SDS said at 
the demonstration that 
the Law Enforcement Department's 
"fear of the truth" wa.s the 
real
 reason 
they were denied permission
 to present 
their side of the issue. 
One SDS member said that the
 police 
were "clearly afraid of the contrast." 
The SDS counter-display was 
set up 
next to the law 
enforcement  display 
Tuesday.
 The SDS 
display,
 it was re-
pcirted, drew more student. 
interest  
than clid the elaborate
 police exhibits. 
One
 hour after they set up the dis-
play, SDS  was asked 
to leave. Another 
half hour elapsed 
and they were again 
told to 
leave.  
One  SJS coed was 
threatened  with 
Payment 
Schedu!e 
Fees for the fall semester must be 
paid this splint; unless a 
deferment  or 
postponement is 
obtained. Deferment
 
and 
postponement
 forms and 
informa-
tion 
are available at 
MH431,  Building 
0-7, ED103, 
E143,  S127, opposite the 
library 
checkout
 stand and 
ADM234. 
Fees 
are  due today 
for names 
be-
ginning with 
II -HE. 
Tomorrow,
 fees 
arc 
due  for 
munes
 Hf-Hz. 
arrest 
and told by the 
police that 
"we're going to 
relocate you if you 
don't." 
After Quinton 
and Dr. Barry 
told 
the students,
 by use of a 
public  address 
system,  that they 
did not have a 
per-
mit and thus 
were illegally 
assembled,  
the counter -display
 was moved to 
Seventh Street. 
The administration 
again affirmed 
the authority 
to regulate the time, 
place,
 and manner of a demonstration 
or assembly. 
BULLETIN 
A.S.  Judiciary ruled last night that 
although the Good 
pre.identiai 
ticket has 
been 
disqualified
 f r 
running  in the 
upcoming
 general 
election for
 nest year's execoliV0 
shit.% the individuals
 on the ticket 
are 
eligible
 to run for 
office. 
This means 
that
 Jim McMaster:,
 
Rob F'oss, and
 Rob Kelley may" rim 
for office 
with two different 
running 
mates 
and with a different
 party 
affiliation. 
A.S. 
l'hief Justice Le 
Solitske  
explainid  
that the rationale  
for the 
interpretation was 
that %%bile the 
charges against
 the tieket 
%Vera  
severe. f`  gh 111 VI Fra Ili 
it/4 
dis-
qualification,
 the 
charges
 
against 
the 
individuals 
were not. 
Alellasters,  however, said 
yester-
day if 
the 
flood
 ilitkvs are 
not al-
lowed
 to run as a 
tieket, they svill
 
not run at all. 
"We will 
challenge 
Judiciary's  de-
cision
 that sse are
 bad guys 
as
 a 
ticket :11111 good
 guys as 
individuals,"
 
II,.
 
said.
 
Ethnic 
Clubs 
Boom  
Changing
 
Face  
of SJS 
to 
fill out an 
IBM card which 
included
 
his 
ethnic
 designation. 
"The 
significance
 of this information
 
lies 
principally in the 
choice made by 
the 
student  
as to his
 self -identification,"
 said 
Poblano.
 
"The 
group
 with which he ehose 
to lx) 
categor-
ized is 
indicated  rather than 
to 
have,
 
as
 is 
standard 
practice 
in similar 
surveys, 
his classi-
fieation
 
established
 by an 
outsider."
 
Poblano
 believed the 
survey
 to be 
quite
 
accurate.
 
"The 
accuracy
 
of
 the 
survey
 
was 
validated 
against  
known 
group 
estimates
 
of 
student
 
imputations  in the 
Chicano
 and 
Black  
EOP 
programs,
 the Foreign 
Student
 
Office,
 
Asian
-American
 activist
 and the
 Offiee 
of the 
Registrar,"
 
he 
said. "From the 
response
 
indi-
cated,
 it can 
reliably 
be stated
 that 
there is 
no 
more  
than
 n 1 
per  cent plus or minus 
ermr  
in the 
larger 
^,roupings."  
Plans
 arc 
currently  underway to 
include 
the 
ethnic  and 
racial 
survey
 card 
in
 the fall 
registration
 
packets,
 to be 
voluntarily
 com-
pleted  and 
returned 
with the 
packet. 
This  
will alleviate
 the problem
 that arose 
during 
spring 
registration  
when  sonic. 
students  did 
not 
fill
 out the 
forms 
because
 they 
were unsure
 
where and 
when they 
would he 
collected.  
INCREASED
 
ENROLLMENT
 
CAUSES
 
Factom
 
contributing
 to 
the inereased
 mi-
nority 
enrollment  
include  the 
formation 
of 
EOP,
 a general
 awareness
 vcithin
 minority 
communities of 
the 
value of an 
education,  
increased 
scholarship
 
opportunities  and a 
conscious 
effort by 
the college 
to recruit
 
minority
 
students.
 
With the
 sudden 
realization  of 
racial iden-
tity 
in the 
critleational
 
environment.
 
on-entn-
pus 
activity  and 
campus  
organizations  
have
 
blossomed 
at
 SJS. 
United 
Black Students for
 Action 
(UBSA).
 
Black 
Students  
Union
 (HSU), 
Mexican
-Amer-
ican 
Student 
Confederation
 (MASC)
 and 
Asian
-American  
Politival  
Alliance
 tAAPA)
 
have been 
among  
the
 
more
 active groups ad-
vocating
 the 
restructuring
 of 
what
 they deem 
to be 
the racist. 
repressive 
elements  of 
society.  
The large 
foreign 
student
 population
 has 
resulted
 in 
numerous
 nationally
-oriented 
or-
ganizations, 
such as Arab
-American 
Club,  In-
ternational
 
Student
 Organization. Israeli Stu-
dent 
Organization.  
Japanese
-American Student 
Organization.  Persian
 Students 
Association.  
and
 
Spartan Chinese
 
Club.  
These organizations
 are attempting to 
foster
 
friendship
 and promote 
understanding  among 
students
 of different ethnie 
backgrounds  
2 SI` %DT
 
D 
tn.v  Thin,,to 
3.to. in 
PARTAN
 
DAILY
 
SAN
 
JOSE
 
STATE
 
COLLEGE
 
When the
 press id free, 
it rnay 
be good or hod  
but certainly 
without  
freedom it ean 
never be anything
 but had 
 Albert :allots 
Bill 
Ilurschmann
  Editor Roger Chapman   Adt ertising Mgr. 
Editorial 
Return
 to 
Dark Ages 
'The State Board of 
Education  %wed 
unanittiott,I 
to return to the dark 
ages 
la -t 
week. 
The Board aerepted 
a massie -Back 
to the Bible- report f rom which moral 
guidelines for piddle 
school instruc-
tion will 
be drawn. 
'The 
report gies heay 
ettiplia-i-
 
to 
God.  the Bible.
 .1. Edgar 
ll00%er. 
George A ashington. A illiam Buckley 
.Ir.
 
anil
 two 100 -year -old 
textbooks
 
which contain lessons in morals i11111 
manner-.
 
It criticize- the U.S. Supreme 
Court. 
the 
nited 
Nations
 and mental health 
1tt amendment to it asks 
that
 Darw in"- 
theory of 
eolution
 
1111 
1011;Zee Ile tiltejli fact. but only a -
theory. 
equal in 
etitplia-i- to the 
 k 
of
 1;ene-i- theory of creation. 
(tile 
of Go\ rutin- 
Ronald  
Iteagatt"s
 
appointees  to the board. Dr. John 
I ord. explained the 
'ogle  in returning 
to 
Wain"- rib theory : -The 
theory of 
es 
"lotion  has dime
 nitwit to take away  
from the 
power
 of t;m1.
 It ha- 
been 
a 
great step in 
taking away from the 
,eitSe of morality of Oile children 
by 
saying  that 
t;oil cannot
 do 
the  
things
 
the 
Bible
 -.1 Ile 
can 
;Jo.
-
The
 also criticizes sex educa-
tion. -en-ilt training. I  sexual -
it),. 
and 
-the 
creeping  cult
 of secular 
humanism.- II ; uniatt.sm 
iiimt 
mit  he 
taught in 
schools because 
it is "211th -
century -:stionyni for 
atheism."'  accord-
ing to the report. 
The Board warned that 
a 
return
 
to
 
unirality
 is the 
one 
thing  that
 will
 
sae
 
America  from becoming a 
-hedonistic  
society
 ready for iiikYlArr
 by the 
l'aien-
knifing the unique ways sug-
gested to 
indoctrinate  
proper 
morals in 
California"-  students is the 
USe  
of 
Nity and 
Alaritie  Corps' character 
building
 
booklets.
 
Finally. all 
students  in public 
schools including SJS students)
 
will  
receie
 instructiion in 
America's 
re-
ligion. heritage. the religious.
 
views
 of 
our 
!!!!! 
Fathers 
their  
ba-i-
of
 morality.  
Th, nark 
to the Bible- 
morality  
report 
will  be 
implemented
 into guide-
lines under 
the  direction of 
committee 
head 
The 
Ile.  1)iititt 
M011111i1%.
 
GO.i 
1.111111* 
Itimald
 Iteagan", 
personal  pastor. 
The 
lie.  
Aloormaw will 
appoint
 the 
other 
members of the committee. 
Then  all we need is a 
public hearing 
on the 
committee's  proposals 
and well 
start 
turning  out
  
s of little 
fundamentalist
 l'rotestant 
right-wing-
ers.  Just \Shill Ut` 
tO complete 
the 
image 
of truth. justice 
and the Amer-
ican way. 
S. G. 
Staff 
Comment
 
Misconceptions
 
Cleared
 
II% IA \I/1 BELL 
V. one of the two represontatises from 
the pro. s alleweol  Sit ill 011 
the 
NI, 
11.1-1.r-
 
trial 1.1-i Friday night 
anol 
morning.  I feo.I 
compelled  to clear 
top sow. 
miscoonoept
 s 
(of mans students 
who bre. justiliably. ooncertted loser 
tho
 
procedur.-- mite   of the Irbil. 
The trial was 
the I 
1101 11111/11.11 :111 le-Ii111011y or 
.Colcloc. loll I was allowed
 to remain in 
the courtroom, to hear OW Whell the 
tri.11 ,tart..I. Chief 
Justice Lew Solitske 
.,.I.c.1
 lio.l.crt Kelles. 
representative
 for 
thc 
\le11.1-ter. -I..te. .1 he 
wanted 
a closet!
 
11r. Kell.. 
and Solitske
 
I 
Ir.,'
 the courtroom
 
of all people exeopt 
these per
-on, 
diroctls
 
with the 
\Ir. Kelles soiceol 
objertion
 to 
los 
pi. -enc.; at that time. imilerAanding. 
a-unie. that 1 %mild not be roporting 
th. es 
iolenee. 
11,. j   i 
is. the press hail no recourse 
too \Ir. 
Kelles's Logisliiiiso Aet 
%shieli olefin.- judicial
 procedures.  
lbw 
delcieliont
 
appearing before 
the 
.1...liebors tubs base
 a closed bearing 
le  .... 
-ertion 111., M. I.1 Period. 
Ne. 
onto
-lion.
 Tit, trial was 
closed. 1 
(amid
 
not appeal that ruling. nor could members 
of the 
Jodici.ors.  
GIRLS 
ONLY 
Thurs & 
Fri  Niles 
Martinis
 
Manhattans
 
Collins
  Hi -Balls 
25c  
LENNY's
 Lot INGE
 
171 E. 
Santa 
Clara  
I feel 
Ilr.  Kelley made a great 
mistake
 
reopie,ting a 
elosool  trial. 
Particularly
 
with  testi iiiii ity 
presenteol
 on the charges 
on 
which  the ticket 
was  acquitted, a 
pub
-
hear   
of defense testimony
 would hone 
been to the 
ad%zintaee of the 
slate. 'Merl` 
11111ell 
Ni.lviice  which 
shimerl
 the can-
didates
 were 
innocent
 on three 
chargos.  
a -haute the 
public  cannot know 
that 
Mr. 
MeNla-ters  and 
lois ticket dill 
not corm. 
out 
as
 e  plete 
scoundrels  in tloo 
trial.  
They were 
joulgeol guilty 
on
 three charges,
 
innocent
 on three
 more, and 
mousy of 
their  
defense 
iatentents were
 significant 
and 
redeeming. 
Wean-, the trial Wall 
closed.,
 however, 
the Dails i, not 
allowed
 to show why the 
ticket 
woos judged 
innocent
 on some 
e0111118  
and guilty 
1111  others. 
It's
 hoc  plete 
ro-
porting. I admit. 
1 hase filed 
a request with A.S. Attorney
 
General
 
Roger  E. Olsen asking that
 Ju-
diciary 
consider  the fairness
 of allowing 
a defendant to 
unilaterally close
 a trial to 
thi press. I am 
hoping
 the Judiciary might
 
pres-iire  'Nuilent 
Council  to anund 
act. 
Ils :ter   is too 
late for the 
McMas-
ter,  trial. hot 
it may help 
in a future 
trial  
in 
which tile 
public's  right 
to be informed
 
shottlol  take 
precedence  oser 
the defend -
:111r,
 for
 a closed 
trial. 
New Charter Dates! 
Pure jet on 
Certified 
Carriers 
for 
students,  faculty,
 employ-
ees and their immediate fami-
lies. 
1011
 
\ 
D till'  
June
 26.Sept. 11 
$279 
Ouls 
or
 L.A. f o 
London 
Aug.
 3 -Aug. 
31
 
$299 
Oakland
 'Amsterdam 
Sep+.  6-Sepf.
 26 
$289 
Oakland/Landon
 
Dec 
19
-Jon. 3 
$289 
Oakland, London 
\11:111111islIIP 
For schedule and applications 
T.II 
TRAVEL
 
60
 N. First 
San Jose 
Ph. 293.1031 
"We've bombcd, strafed and torpedoed her ... but, she's 
still afloat!" 
Thrust  and 
Parry  
Judiciary,  Exams,  
Pigeons
 
Defense
 of Judiciary 
Editor: 
"The A.S. Judiciary has determined, by a 
vote
 of 6-0-1" 
, . . Those 
were the. 
VV0IXIS 
which began the statement that disqualitied 
the Good Guys slate and the three individuals
 
who were 
involved  in thi. violations of the 
Election t'ode, Act No. 24. 
There were allegations made in the Spartan 
Daily by 
Rick Blackman
 
tMay 1:1) 
which  im-
plied that since the Judiciary is screened and 
appointed by the Miner AI:whine, "it is ex-
tremely doubtful whether they are capable 
of fair judgment.: 
Now, as an associate justice of the A S. 
Judiciary, I would .like to say something in 
the defense of the "pal I isan tribunal." Though 
appointed by the Miner Machine. I can state 
quite honestly
 that none of the Judiciary 
members has sold their
 "soul" just to be the 
members of a tribunal 
which so often cri-
ticized 
as
 being 
"partisan."
 
A statement also was made in the letter 
that the Daily's article concerning
 the cover-
age of the trial "appeared without indicating 
the evidence against McMasters' Good Guys 
slate  or the evidence used for his defense." 
The conclusion which the 
readers wete to ex-
tract 
from such a statement was that the 
A.S. Judiciary was afraid to make public the 
evidence used against 
the slate for fear of 
"partisan tribunal" exposure. He knew as well 
as anyone else who 
was  interested in this 
case 
that
 the closed hearing was imposed by 
the Good Guys rather than by the 
Judiciary.  
Now, let's ask ourselves
 whether the Good 
Guys had something to hide? Is the GII(X1 
Guys only 
a name? 
Matsu. Fortivama 
Associate 
dustio,
 
A19380 
Final Exams 
Editor: 
I wish to 
make
 a clear statement of 
my 
opinion about final exams:. They are the most 
useless, four -letter -word waste of time imag-
inable with the possible exception of blowing 
your nose. 
BUt can we do 
without
 
final  
exams?
 No. 
We can do without "comprehensive" final 
exams, however. L,et me define the type of 
comprehensive  exam of which I speak. 
An exam that expects one to know the 
foundations  upon whieh the more complex 
theory depend is not a comprehensive exam. 
Math is a good example.
 
Policy  
Note
 
Opinions
 
expressed  
in columns, 
staff  comments, 
Thrust and
 Parry anti 
guett 
articles ere
 those of tho 
isdiv,dual
 authors 
end do 
not necessarily reflect the 
editorial policy of the Spartan 
Deily.
 Editor 
..=.4=1.M.P.111M...MmNIErnIMIAMMIK.MIC). 
WE 
RATE  
WITH
 DATES 
Got a special 
date  this 
weekend?
 
Why  not
 take 
her out to Fujiyama
 Gardens Restaurant and 
furn 
the 
evening
 into a 
memorable 
occasion.
 Enjoy 
exotic 
Japanese  
dishes
 served
 
in 
grand tradition 
A 
unique dining
 experience.
 
9ujiyenna
 qarden4
 eemaurant
 
coet,,/  
294-1330
 
'JAPANESE
 
c=:.;=>
 
850  
MERIDIAN
 AVE. 
An exam that 
expects
 
one  
to know many 
I%cel:4 that have little lif 
do with the ma-
t, rial 
stressed  in the last section.
 and on 
which the class has 
been tested, is an in-
excusable 
comprehensive  exam. Onc is sup-
posed
 to learn from an exam 
as well rts being 
tc-sted on his 
understanding  of the material. 
An exam like the aforementioned tests only 
one's 
ability to cram and memorize. 
Some 
examples  of the time wasting 
exams  
can be found in political 
science, psychology, 
science, history, 
economics. art, music,
 and 
philosophy. 
In
 general, of a class in which
 tin 
instructor expects the student 
to know every 
minute detail in 
the text hook's!. 
There  is one 
type 
of comprehensive
 exam 
which 
could he rationalized.
 That is one in 
which 
general  trends are 
emphasized of 
earlier 
material. and stress is 
upon the latter 
material. This type of test should
 be 
in an 
essay. not in a 
multiple  choice or true
-false  
form, 
however.  Yet, 
although
 permissible,
 
the 
student  still has been 
tested  on the material 
in a midterm. 
I 
eontend  it is hotter 
to
 have a good under-
standing of a few 
things, than to have a hazy
 
understanding 
of many. If this seems
 unrea-
sonable to you profs 
out  there, please en-
lighten me on your
 theories, asinine 
zis they 
may 
seem. 
stew 
swensoni
 
A10-19 
An Open Letter 
FAH., 
An 
open
 letter 
to Byron 
Bollinger
  
You have 
been 
approached
 by 
members
 of 
the 
Biology  
Department
 
regarding
 the 
wash 
ing 
of the 
swallow
 nests 
off Tower 
Hall, and 
have
 iefused 
to act. 
Dr.  Dusel, 
supposedly,
 is 
your 
authority,  
althoug,h  
you  do not
 admit 
to 
having  a 
superior,  
You  continue
 to 
hose
 off 
the nests,
 despite 
the pleas 
rind logic 
of those 
%vho 
have  
suggested
 you 
wait the 
three 
weeks  
until  the 
nests are 
of no 
further  
use  to the 
birds. 
The same 
fire hoses
 might 
be 
employed
 
for 
a delayed
 cleanup.
 Or, 
we
 would 
even 
agree to 
eliminating
 
those  nests
 which 
are 
over 
public 
passageways,
 as 
the  
instructions
 
now 
state.
 
Yet, 
Mr.  
Bollinger,
 you
 seem 
to have 
a nerd 
to 
exert 
the  small
 amount
 of power
 your 
position
 grants,
 and,
 in order 
to 
ensure
 the 
"cleanliness"
 of 
our 
campus,
 
must 
rid 
us 
of 
all our dirty pests.
 The swallows
 
arrive  
year-
ly, make 
their nests,
 and leave
 
them 
within
 
three 
weeks,  
Perhaps  
during  
this
 period 
yott 
could
 relinquish
 
your
 tasks
 of 
maintenance,
 
or, 
for  the 
three weeks 
you 
might  
be 
forced  
to accept the 
authority
 of 
the
 vice 
president.
 
Whatever
 the 
means  
necessary,  
%vashing
 
the 
swallows'
 nests
 from 
Tower  
Hall  
cannot 
continue.
 
Nimes'  
Gordon  
A1501  
Professor
 Robert
 It. 
Saw.,  
Tutorials
 
YSS
 
EY
 
ken 
Jordan
 
.\0%%
 
they
 have
 c   
out  
into  
dn. 
open.
 
Tho
 hand
 hills
 
ditributed
 hieN.
 
11.1 
lo dieobey 
a 
direct
 
order from the
 State Board of 
Education
 
were
 ,igned 
a national.
 if not 
an
 inter-
national.  
Communistic  
organization.  
i the first
 time Ese noticed
 any-
thing 
of the kind. although 
I !lase rlle-
ileetell
 it 0111, or iict.. \ow 
we
 can 
act 
Ne more fooling.
 No more 
molly-cooldling.  
I 
1...1  outfit is making
 a direct attack 
till   
the freed....1 
11:1%('
 111%1.1\
 
at 
sail .1(1,e 
-bate. 
Nothing  is good to) 
those  
warped 
minds. rii are not 
permitted to 
think. Tiles are and open 
to reas  . They 
present 110 griesance,
 operate 'were'.
 
ly. Thoir
 ideas are gisen to them 
complete-
ly by powers
 besond 
the  campus.  I miss 
gur.:,, if an 
alien is not 
leading the   
in 
an 
ia,
 
grmip.
 
dub,.
 
classes,
 
and societies
 act 
intittediatels.  Nlake 
plans
 
to 
get the 
otecessars  
information.
 If you 
k  
 members
 of dn. 
group. 
please  feel 
quite free
 to take 
them  10 the
 edge of 
the  
campus
 and ilrop
 them 
off. ant
 sery 
stir..
 if dies 
comtintio  their
 efforts 
beyond  
the
 campus 
hounds the 
San Jose 
comitto-
nits is 
well prepared
 and 
willing  to take
 
care of then'. 
"Ibm't 
make
 any 
mistake.
 sooting 
p(o-
ple. This 
is a direct
 attack. 
sic. s and
 
senseless.
 upon our
 free 
gos(rninetit.  It 
jeopardize.
 -oriousls
 the ssoIfare
 of all 
(of  
Certailds 
nobody 
wants  a 
gang
 like 
that to 
run  (nor nation. 
and  .'s sloe 
time 
to 
put a stop to the
 monement here.
 
"I 
ealll 
a more 
tolerant 
insti-
tution
 than this 
eolloge. 
Honest.
 open dis-
cussion  has hoooi
 encouraged 
in
 every way. 
Ther(  
neser  been any
 criticism 
of an 
opinion 
based on 
filets.
 It makes 
no dif-
ference
 how fair 
all  iletiillii011 
may be, it 
4.11111/10i
 possibly 
-at i -Is lie 
Communist 
agitators. I lionte,t1s 
behest.  
their
 actisi-
ties  can end 
in
 nothing. lout
 bloodshed. 
"If 
you know 
who 
distributed  
those  
handbills
 or had 
anything 
to
 do with 
them. and 
111 are not
 in a student
 group 
whieh ean
 handle 
thi
 matter. I 
wish  you 
would gist.
 the 
information.  
The  sittia-
t   is 
so serious 
that I ant 
willing  to 
go
 
to 
ans limits 
to resist such 
an attack. 
It bi 
1101
 a 1111(.S11011 
IlOW of student,
 turning in 
information about
 their fellow,.
 it's a pies-
tion  
whether  a gang 
of irresponsibles
 dir 
reefed from 
outside can
 interfere 
with a 
legitimate  actisity 
of the state 
of Cali-
f 
iColu
 ttttt ist's note:
 
The above 
article.
 
which apinared
 in the 
Spartan Daily
 
Nos.
 1. 193-1. 
was  written 
by
 the late 
1)r.  
Thimias 
1\lacQuarrie. 
president of 
SIS 
from 
1927  to 197.2.
 and kes 
in the found-
ing of the 
SIS  Police 
School.
 Since it 1,4 
SCiellee 
Welk  
Inre., I felt my opin-
ions on 
111(  subject
 
%%mild
 
be less (nlight-
e     g to 
reader,
 
than 
the above article,
 
representing 
the  siews of a 
man  so instru-
mental  in the development 
of
 the school 
itself.) 
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 sad
 
Haley
 
Interview,  
Outstanding  
Art 
ETop, waik B 
loon 
SPARTAN
 
nAns--1
 
ay 
Day
 
Picnic 
Highlight
 
Sparta
 
Life  
Spring Issue 
More Funds 
Seeks
 
Bill 
Support
 
1.3c1."11.
 
'I 
'1,, 
only 
vitritten  ae-
ttount
 
ot 
handy case 
history  of 
the 
Afro-American
 
from  the 
Gambia
 
throe 
centuries  ago until 
tialay, would
 not object
 to having 
his 
children
 taught Black
 history 
by 
a 
qualified  White scholar. 
"I am not one of those who 
feels Whites 
cannot  teach Black 
history,"  
indicated 
Haley,
 
who 
was
 
also the 
co-author of 
the 
"Autobiography of Maleolm 
X." 
"I 
want to make 
it
 clear that 
if a man is 
a scholar. be he 
lilack, 
White  or whatever, 
I re-
spect
 
scholars.  The 
scholar
 
is 
who 
I would choose
 to teach my 
child. 
However,
 in this time
 given 
two
 scholars 
of equal 
equipment,
 
I'd take the
 
Black
 one
 
without
 
question."
 
Haley's
 comments
 on the 
fu-
ture of Black 
education
 and 
other
 
topics are set
 
forth in 
an 
in-depth  
interview
 in 
Sparta
 
Life.  
the
 news
-feature
 
magazine
 
produced
 by 
the 
S.JS 
Journalism 
Department. 
The 
magazine
 
will
 be on sale 
Nfonday
 
morning.
 according
 to 
editor
 
MAIN'  Gottschalk 
13,-.1.-. the Haley interview. 
Summer
 Reg
 
By 
Computer 
Through Mail 
Half the 
battle  is over. 
01. it 
would  have. been 
if sum-
mer reg 
lines %vete 
still  the 
order
 
of the 
day. Since 
all  that's 
chattiest now,
 
figures
 show
 
that 
nearly
 
50
 per 
cent tor 
approxi-
mately 4 
000 students)
 ot the t 
\-
peeted
 slimmer
 
enrollment
 
has 
been 
accomplished
 by the
 new 
computer 
matriculation.  
Mail 
registration  
will run 
through 
June 13. 
However, 
late  
registration  
will
 be accepted
 af-
ter 
that 
date. A late fee 
of 
$5 
will 
be
 chaiged 
beginning
 June 
24.  
A great
 deal 
of interest
 has 
been 
generated
 by 
the  
admission
 
this
 summer 
of
 disqualified
 stu-
dents. 
Leo  P. 
Kibby,  
dean
 or 
Sununer
 
Sessions.
 
remarked.  
"It's  
surprising  
the
 amount
 of 
interest  
this 
change  in 
policy has
 
Pro-
voked." 
"We 
have 
alerted
 the 
counsel-
ing 
staff to 
make 
a study 
and 
report, 
analyzing
 the 
program  
for 
a 
recommendation
-only policy,
 
to
 
keep 
the plan
 we've 
instituted,"
 
continued
 
Kibby.  
A 
special
 
edition
 
will
 be 
avail-
able 
for 
all  
students
 
in
 a 
special  
June
 
3 
edition
 of 
Summertimes
 
(the 
Spartan
 
Daily  
supplement)
 
It 
will 
summarize
 
recent  
changes
 
since
 
the  
program's
 initiation. 
The 
inception  
of 
computeriza-
tion 
to 
solve  
the 
registratitn
 
dilemma
 
has 
resulted
 
in the
 
weekly
 
issuance
 
of
 a 
"print-out"
 
sheet 
by 
the 
magnetic
 
wonder.  
This
 
is 
a 
fact
 sheet 
listing 
all 
courses,
 the 
number
 
presently
 in 
each 
class.
 and 
the 
maximum
 
class  
enrollment.
 
A 
copy 
of 
this
 list 
is sent
 to 
each
 
departinent.
 
Any 
additional
 
information
 
concerning
 a 
depatt-
ment's
 
summer
 
course
 is 
avail-
able 
in 
the  
departmental
 
office.
 
CHARTER
 
FLIGHTS
 
TO 
EUROPE
 
OAKLAND.LONDON.OAKLAND
 
June  
15 
to 
July
 5 
$269
 
June  
18 
to 
Sept.  
14 
$295
 
I. A 
LONDONL
 
A 
July
 2 
to 
Sept.
 9 
$295
 
Bay  
Area
 
College
 
Club
 
555  
Middlefield
 
Road  
Suite
 
11 
Number
 
:106
 
Mtn.
 
View.
 
Calif.  
Plume
 
008.0:12
 
1 
Miss  Gottschalk
 
indicated
 that
 
the 
art work in the magazine 
was
 
of superior quality. "The 
art.
 
fanta.stic. 
There  are 
strong  pic-
tures and 
outstanding
 original 
art by 
the staff 
artists, Ken
 
Schirle 
and Angel 
Guerzon.
 Art 
wise, this issue 
of Sparta Life 
may be the
 liest ever"
 
Schirle has an Mk 
and -t rIc 
tttttini N, 
and 
collage.  . 
the
 
Nai:v11.11 
Guaid  and Pssitilic 
Auras  
inelialcal
 
in Sparta Life. 
Guerzan iistil ink charicatures 
to illustrate
 walking tour 
of 
San 
Jose
 
and an 
original  
illus-
tration
 on the 
sulta  at of suicide. 
Also
 
included  
It. 
magazine  
ate 
ttiatrtet.  tht 
t.cAA
 
judo 
PICTURED HERE is Barbara 
Khamis, 23, home economics 
major 
elected Queen of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers. The 
Society, which has been in existence on the SJS 
campus  since 
1962,
 was organized to round out civil engineering education, 
and to 
develop
 contacts for jobs. 
Librarian
 Reviews
 
'The Year
 2000' 
13y BROOKE BROOKS 
Daily Staff Writer 
"The Year
 2000." reviewed 
by 
Fred Siemon,
 SJS librarian,
 as 
the 
faculty  book talk, 
was
 not a 
fantasy
 type futuristic
 book. but 
one which tells 
what
 the situa-
tion will bc 
like 30 years 
from 
now 
in a scientific, technical and
 
social science
 
aPproach.
 
The most probable 
situation 
for the year 2000 
is over 
popula-
tion. Babies 
will be healthier
 and 
will
 live longer. The 
population 
of the United 
States is expected 
to reach 340 million by the year 
2000. 
According to Siemon,
 "The book 
is relentlessly  technical,
 which 
makes its hypothetical trends all 
the more believable.
 Some are 
more
 plausible than 
others 
though," said Siemon. 
These 
are  some of
 the 
trends
 
Siemon related: 
multiple applica-
tion 
of
 lassers. more reliable 
weather forecasts, 
new sources 
of
 power for ground transporta-
tion.
 new methods of water 
trans-
portation, 
extensive
 use of eam-
eras for
 geographical 
surveil-
lance.
 major reductions
 in heredi-
taiy defects, 
relatively  
effective
 
appetite anti
 weight 
control,  new 
techniques
 for 
control 
of
 indi-
viduals 
and 
organizations,
 
new 
education
 
techniques
 for 
con-
Moderne
 
Drug
 
Co.  
Professional
 
Pharmacists
 
ANTHONY
 
D.
 
CAMPAGNA,
 
Jr.,
 
owner 
OPEN 
UNTIL
 
MIDNIGHT
 
 
PHONE  
293-7500
 
 
SECOND
 
AND 
SANTA  
CLARA
 
STREETS
 
 
SAN
 
JOSE
 
trolling hutnan behavior, inex-
pensive birth 
control methods, 
synthetic foods and beverages. 
development of apes for low 
grade labor, inexpensive battery 
operated televisions, simulated 
and 
perhaps
 programmed dreams. 
flexihle pencology without neces-
sit:fly using prisons. and increas-
ing affluence and leisure. By the 
year 
2000
 most people
 
will be 
making
 an 
income  of 
$21,000  a 
year.
 
Because of all these new ad-
vances, the author warns that 
there will be a 
great  inerease in 
peoples' selfishness and an 
apathy 
toward government. 
"F'eople are going 
to behave 
pretty much the same way in the 
year 
2000. but they're 
going
 to 
follow these new trends," said 
Simon.
 
SAN
 JOSE 
CIV"C  AUD. 
Saf., 
May  17, 8:30
 p.m. 
Tickets: 
$2.50,
 
$3.50,  54.50 
On Sole: 
JIIKI. 
11110. Wive
 
912 
Town  & 
Country  
Village  
Phone:  246.1160
 
(next
 to Fox 
'Theatre)  
ilIKI 1.11;11111HolIK.  Satire
 
on the war in 
Vietnam, anti
 
fashion. 
The magazine
 may be 
pur-
chased from 
Sparta Life. 
staff
 
members
 
from
 9 a.m. to 
4 
p.m.  
at KiX 
locations  on 
campus  Price 
et da. 
student  
publications
 
is 50 
North
-South:
 
Woes  
Plague  
Universities  
I AP) - Eighteen 
of
 the Black 
students 
who staged an 
armed 
takeover of the 
Cornell
 Uni-
versity student union 
building  
last month were charged 
Wed-
nesday with criminal 
trespass.  
One shot was fired 
harmlessly 
by a Cornell student in a 
separ-
ate crackdown
 Wednesday on 
dope sales in 
upstate Ithaca, 
N. Y. A marijuana 
raid netted 
nine students
 at Southampton
 
College, the second narcotics 
roundup on a Long Island, Nell' 
York. campus in as many days. 
A Southampton College official 
accused police of "stormtrooper 
tactics."
 
About 600 National Guardsmen
 
remained on alert 
in
 Baton 
Rouge.
 La., although 
the  
Cam-  , 
pus of Southern University was 
reported quiet, after a riot 'rue -
day by 1,000 
of the school's pre-
dominately 
Black student body
 
of 
8,000. The 
cause  of the 
upris-
ing could not 
be pinpointed. 
Southern  
University
 students 
set tires. hurled rocks 
mid  tkittleS 
filled 
with
 
acid. Local 
police 
fired 
tear 
gas and 
shotgun
 blasts at 
the
 height of the 
rioting. Thir-
teen 
students 
and  two 
sheriffs  
deputies
 were 
treated
 for in-
juries. 
There 
were
 17 
arrests.
 
About
 100 
Blhck  
Cornell
 stu-
dents 
occupied the
 student 
un-
ion  building 
April 19. 
They left 
36
 hours 
later  carrying
 rifles, 
shotguns  
and 
knives.  
The  inci-
dent 
aroused
 
national
 
concern.
 
and
 led the
 New 
York  State 
Legislature
 to ban
 firearms
 from 
college  
property.
 C'ornell
 has 
about  14,000
 
students.
 
Seventeen  
of the 
rebel 
stu-
dents 
were 
charged  
with 
second-
degree  
criminal
 
trespass,  
punish-
able 
upon
 
conviction  
by a 
maxi -
MUM 
90
 days 
in 
jail.  One 
was 
charged
 with 
first
-degree
 tres-
pass,
 for 
which
 the 
maximum
 
sentence  
is a 
year
 
in 
jail.
 
SOUL DANCE
 
May 
17 - 
9 p.m.
-1 a.m. 
with the 
SOULUSIONS  
Heald. 
hall ran:mons 
nge 
blossom 
ellawewed
 rings 
Starting  
from
 
$135.00
 
Starting
 from 
$135.00 
To the girl 
who 
knows
 what
 she 
wants but
 not where
 to find 
it. 
Match
 your
 style
 with 
our 
many
 
distinctive
 
designs.
 And 
ask  us 
about 
our 
famous  
Orange
 
Blossom
 
guarantee.
 
JEWELERS
 
10060
 Big 
Basin  Way 
Saratoga  
867-3117
 
LIFE JACKETS ,P9 
BOAT CUSHIONS IL 
W ER SKI 
9.99 up 
63.
-TYPE
 
699  
COTS 
The Santa Clara County "Walk 
For Development"
 
program  will 
begin  at 8 ;tin. Sunday at the 
Franklin Mall in Santa Clara. 
The 
25-mile walk, to raise 
funds for SJS' Eduetional
 Op -
port unity Program EOP ) schol-
arship fund and 
other foreign 
and domestic projects to combat 
hunger in this country and 
abroad, will move from Franklin 
Mall 
southward into central and 
southern  San Jose, through 
Campbell and hack 
to the mall. 
Walk 
cards 
are 
available  ton 
the SJS campus III the College 
Union, 315 S. 
Ninth St, 'rhe 
pro-
gram needs 
approximately  3.000 
SJS 
walkers  to make the walk 
a success.
 
'rhe majority of walkers
 will 
be high school, 
junior college. 
university and state
 
college  
stu-
dents. Many 
okler 
people
 v. 
Ill 
also be participating
 in the walk 
The 
monetary goal 
for the 
"Walk For
 Development"
 march 
this Sunday is 
$200010, 42 
per 
cent going 
to SJS' EOP. 
Information
 about
 the wall: 
may 
be 
obtained  at 
thr 
e.allt  
headquarters,  446 S. 
Winchestm
 
Blvd
 or 
telephone
 
244-4484.
 
_ 
A 
demonstration  
of support 
for striet
 bay 
control
 legisla-
tion
 
is being planned
 by 
the S.15.4 
Conservation
 FUFUITI ill ale 101211 
of a Bay Day Picnic
 Sunday from 
11 a.m. until 4 p.m. 
The "bring sour luneh and 
picket signs" picnic is being held 
at Ed Le% in County Park on Cal-
tiVartts 'toad
 outside 
of
 !Milpitas. 
'rhe 
idea came
 
from a' 
Stanford  
group 
who  are holding similar 
picnics in Palo Alto. Berkeley and 
other MVPS 11.1X)Ullll lt1P bay. 
Dr. Earle Crandall 111-27oh 
district) and Dr. Tom Ilitrt y. 
professor  of biology,
 velll 
speak  
on the 
present
 
legislation  
pend-
ing in 
the State Assembly  :o1,1 
Senate.  
Jerry Smith.
 president of th 
FUN 
CAR  RALLYE 
Stanford 
Sh. Center 
lby Magnin's) 
SAT. MAY 17 
by SPORTIN' LIFE 
ANY CAR 
& BEGINNERS
 
WELCOME 
TROPHIES,
 CHAtAPAGNE
 & 
OTHER 
AWARDS  
PIZZA
 BEER - 
FINISH 
Start 
aft.
 6 p.m.
 - 
$3.00  
SJS 
Forum 
described
 the 
picnic 
"stniporting
 it bay 
bill that 
would continue the 
Bay
 L'anser-
VaLlOrl 1111(1 Development
 
03m-
mittee, accept 
the findings of 
its 
study, and 
extend
 the 
jurisdiction
 
of the
 committee to give 
ade-
quate
 shoreline controls." 
"One 
hundred
 years ago,' 
Smith added, 
"the  bay had 675 
square miles,
 but it ha.s been 
diked and filled and now 
is 475 
miles. Only 5 per cent
 of the 
shorrline is accessible to the pub-
lic  
novv."  
LEATHER  SUEDE - FUR 
ANCIENT & USED 
JACKETS 
& COATS 
2000 of them
 - $2 to $19 
PEGGY  
IMPORTS
 
"the grooviest store 
in the whole !toad" 
159 
COLUMBUS  AYL 
CORNER 
PACIFIC  
AVE.
 
SAN  
FRANCISCO
 
1/2 
block
 below 
City
 Wes 
Bookstore  
DAILY 
10:30 
A.M.-7  P.M.
 
PHONE  981-5176 
102121-12142._APMEEMIRMIRLICIC.:5:IftwiltiallIIRKEREIRPOLItelb   
LEIS 
&CV- 
D;P:trif
 
HIECTION  IN 
1:41 
CALIFUNIA  
OF
 WANE 
BRAND  
3 vez / 2 
10.-1-1
 
 
0 
1 
41Til--;VNI47
 
nrr
 
MITCHELL - PENN
 - - 
Lill;1LEY
 - 
SHAKESPEARE
 - QUICK 
EP.EStIWOEn
 - ULF:1MR 
imd MANY OTHERS
 
1119111O1111111111:1C,ILialtErt 
SPINSPIN
 
CAST
 
FLY 
BOAT 
SURF
 
ULTRA. 
LITE 
PACK -
RODS
 
95 
SPECIPA.
 
CLOSED 
FAI:E 
SPIN
 
REELS
 
MiTCHELL
 
MITC;i7LL
 
FLY  
='-'72r..'11 
.:-.:314
 
SALT
 
, LEVEL 
MICHELL REVS
 
Bot:, exira sn2p-off Spools 
i 4" 11 
TROLL 
UP
 
m f,,i.zrt prilungrimiFidLiwpJLTRALITE 
ROD  
& 
REFL
 
tOMBIHNONS
 
FISHING 
VEST 
EG5S
 
SC:KERS
 
LIVE 
BAiT
 
Salnionettes
 
ROD 
LIMITED
 
HCLORS 
SUPFILY
 
CAVE'Jar
 
99 'WATER 
399  
WIND 
99 
9
 
Famous  
Fame 
Brands 
WADERS
 
HIP 
I 
CHEST  
9461 
1299
 
c's'5
 '1;1% 
STOCKING
 FOOT WAGERS 
 2.99 
HOOKS 
L°°" 
I Swivels I FLIES 
,; 
Pkg.
 "7 Pkg. %V 
ea. 
Creels
 775 
99g  
FL"' 
TENTS
 DEM°S
 1 
SAMPLFS
 
RENTALS 1 
WHITE  
STAG 
 
THERMOS
 
ANTON  AND 
OTHER 
FAMOUS  
MAKES!!  
"MAONUNTAIN
 
,8; xx 
109 
UMBRELLA
 
SIDERUOM
 
CABIN 
x 
10 
9 x 11 
rcirt:LETTFneeirs
 
09 xx 32 
ELEMENT CLOTH 
COUGAR 
CLOTH  
PIMA COTTON 
DISCOUNTS AS 
LOW  AS 
/12 OFF 
& MORE 
CN SOME HMS 
BACK
 
,ACKERS
 
2
-MAN 
IMOONTAIN  
TENTS 
ALSO
 
4
-MAN:  
PACK 
FRAfILS-KUCKSACKS-Kf
 
.J 
WHITE 
STAG-  
NEWCO-DENALI-SI^NDAPO,
 ptiC 
RIP 
STOP
 
NYL0.1-WE;ONS  
2 POUNDS
 
PWA 
NYLON 
-PAPKA  
,,P1 
MADE
 
bi
 
WHITVSTAG
 
,Y1Pr 
kr  
POCKET  
CAMPER
 
7 FT. 
POP TENT 
9 FT. POP 
TENT 
STATION 
WAG.
 TENT 
PRAIRIE 
SCHOONER  
FAMOUS
 WING
 TENT
 
SLEEPING
 
BAGS
 
STERLING 
McKINLex 
ON ,KIER 
CLIMATIC 
A 
99 
2 
LB.  
100% 
DOWN 4. 
64.50
 
Reg.
 
RIPSTOP NYLON COVER 
2' 2 Ib. 49.99 
RIP.STOP  LINED 
3 lb. 54.99
 
EXTRA  LONG BAGS 
IN STOCK 
G.I.
 DOWN BAGS 1999 
Canteens,
 
99e:
 Scout Axe, 99c; 
lantern, 1.99; G.I.
 
Shovel,  1.99; G. I. Mattes, 1.99; 
Water 
Buckets,  99c; Knap Sacks,  99c; 
Gold 
Pans,  1.29; G.I. 
Mess 
Kit,  99c; Camp 
Stools,
 
99c, 
Tent  
Stal,<,
 15c; Vdrh-lle,. 1.99; A.,mo 
Boxes, 99c; Ponchos, 1.99; Pistol
 Belts, 
99c 
Huntin
 Knives 
Rope - 
All  
Clmp
 Accessories. 
 
F. 
Station
 
Wagon
 
Pad
 
399 
12 pc. 
Alum.
 
Cook S:t
 
Reg.  A97 
8.95 
PDRTABLE
 
STATION  
LIFE 
RAFT  
WAGON
 
1 -MAN 
JOHN 
Air 
29
 
199
 
.Irw  
Reg.  
199
 
rA
 
6.95
 6, 
Fcq.
 
5.45
 
Gi 
2 
IV 
In
 
34.99 
BASEBALL
 
GLOVES 
'Tennis
 RackPls Reg. 
122:InprPon Set. 4.9S 
GUNS vir12,oucY-.:TL GUNS
 
BIS
 
"I'it 
MO; 
VIE1 
- 1299 
Ft CAMINO 
OPEN 
DAILY 
YORKSHIRE 7 5709 
9 
OPRI
 SIINDAY
 
IR To 5 
SATURDAY  
9-6  
111--8PARTAII
 
DAILY  Thursday. 'May 13,
 
190
 
Drama
 Review 
'Showboat'
 
Sinks  
By DIANE %NUTT 
Floe
 
Arts
 Writer
 
In the back of 
the  "Showboat" 
program is a riddle 'asking what
 
happened tu the real Showboat. 
The
 funny 
answer 
is that it had 
teimites and 
sank. Obviously the 
play went down viath 
the boat. 
"Showboat" is the current pro-
duction being presented by the 
San Jose Civic Light Opera. 
Final performances will be pre-
sented Friday and Saturday 
nights at 
8:30
 in Montgomery 
Theatre.  
"Showboat" falls 
into
 the old-
time musicitl category of dramas. 
Its plot is deceptively simple: 
boy meets girl; boy talks to girl; 
boy los'es girl; girl loves boy; 
girl loses boy; girl regains boy.
 
In addition to this romantic 
story, the musieal also contains 
a 
Negress
 passing for white who 
JET CHARTERS 
B Summer
 flights of 4 to 10 
week 
S280
 
r.f. or $175 one-way 
For detail write to Prof. Frank Peal 
247 Roycroft 
Ave.
 Long Beach 90803 
438-2179 
-Oiiiiiliniiiiiii111111111111111111111111111
 
Seven 
Sai4 
STEAKS AND 
SPIRITS 
BANQUET
 
FACILITIES
 
olINED
 AND 
OPERATED 
BY 
4942
 Stevens Creek
 
Blvd.  
I mile 
past 
Valley  Fair 
246-6658 
later becomes an alcoholic. 
actors who become the snobbish 
rich after finding success in 
Hollywood, and the stereotyped 
problems of  the Southern 
"darkies." 
Paul Myrvold, SJS drama ma-
jor, and Jean Corey wele gocat 
as the young 
romantic  couple but 
the trouble with a musical 
such  
as 
this
 one is that it is the char-
acter parts, 
and not the leads, 
that come out looking like the 
stars of the 
show  
One 
major  
fault  of 
the 
pro-
duction
 is the stage at the
 
Mont-
gomm Theatre.
 They have re-
cently removed
 the orchestra 
pit 
and  put it 
behind the 
stage so 
as to 
make more
 room for 
seats, 
but by doing
 so the 
music is 
bulled 
behind actors
 and scenery 
and  can 
barely
 be hc-ard
 by the 
audience.
 
Then too, 
director  
George
 Cos-
ta proved 
that 
dramatists  
had
 
best leave
 adding 
to the 
mathe-
maticians.  
A small 
girl  is 
intro-
duced In 
one  scene 
as being 
eight  
years  old. 
Several  
scenes
 later, 
23 years 
according 
to the 
pro-
gram,
 she 
appears
 again
 as a 
girl  
of
 about 
16,  
dressed
 in 
youthful  
clothes 
and dancing
 a Chat 
leston. 
Perhaps
 the 
audience  is 
supposed  
to 
overlook
 minor 
indiscretions
 
such
 as 
this,  but 
boredom 
creates 
many
 ways 
of finding 
diversion.
 
In spite
 of 
"Old
 Man 
River" 
and 
six other
 songs 
by
 Jerome
 
Kern.
 "Showboat"
 does not
 
keep
 
rolling 
along. It 
is a 
disappoint-
ing 
production
 by a 
company
 that 
usually  
does
 much 
higher 
quality  
work. 
Reed
 
Magazine
 
iduals who 
contributed 
to Reed 
magazine 
may 
obtain
 
their 
entries in 
F0102 
any-
time, 
according 
to :Jeff 
Mar-
cos, Reed 
putilicit 
director.  
STI
 DENT 
HOUSING  
3 beililit. 2 bath - furnished 
Completely
 
Remodeled  
Now a% ailable at summer rates 
8175
 
call:  Tom 
l'iseiota 
297-2411
 
* 
"New" CINEMA BURBANK
 
Now
 
Playing
 
552 So. Bascom 
295-7238 
"I 
CANNOT  IMAGINE ANYONE WHO CARES 
ABOUT  THE QUAL-
ITY OF OUR CULTURE,EVEN 
DISTANTLY,MISSING`MONTEREY  
POP': 
RARELY  DOES A MOVIE OF ANY
 SORT PROVIDE SO 
MUCH STIMULATION
 FOR THOUGHT. ONE OF THE
 TRULY 
INVALUABLE
 
ARTIFACTS  OF OUR 
ERA."
 
(''','::Z)
 
"AESTHETICALLY  
AND  AURALLY 
STUNNING."(...t=,..)
 
"AN 
ELECTRIFYING  AND ELEC- 
,0\ , tjc  0 
TRIFIED 
PICTURE." 
(',X,Z)
 
\zeolbecn
 
"UPBEAT...THE 
WAY TO A NEW 
03 
KIND  OF 
MUSICAL."  
(4:70`:kt.r.) 
IANISJOPLINWIT
 
ANDTHE1LD 
_IGgi
 
IM K 
MAMrN  PA 
rCOMPtNYSC
 
AKANN 
DHEA BUDA 
A LLAJ FF 
SO 
AIRRLAN
 
WIIFIGRACESLI
 KERICB D NAN 
OTHEANIMALSTOHNOUNIRYJOEAN
 IHE 
FISHOTISREDDINHMIHENDRIXRAVISHANKAK
 
MONTIER_EY
 
POP 
0, 0 A 
fillIEWEll  
e; 
FILMED
 AT 
THE sointilft
 INTERHATIORAI POP FESTIVAL 
A TEAM PRIMO
 RELEASE . um 
?! 
Plus Co
-Hit 
1litli 
1:ztics  iii 
"KING
 OF 
HEARTS- 
NI
 
Added 
Short: '"I'HE
 CHIEF"
 
"New"
 
CINEMA
 
BURBANK
 
112 
S. 
liascoto
 
Fri. & Sat., May
 16 & 
17 
MIDNIGHT
 
ll 
e 
will pre.sent trur 
first 
presentation
 in MI l' 
ireekiy--
 - 
Underground & 
Experimental
 
Film 
Festival  . 
. : 
"Blow The
 Man 
Down''
 
Fi< 
I ADDED I 
sight44 and 
Sounds,
 of a Trim Hippie
 14ov-1n 
W. C. 
Poachek's  
"ACID 
DREAMS" M 
Bo.
 ( )11,,,,- ( )prir, i 1 
:31) 
Atliii,,mi.i,  
$2..;-,41  
Colors, 
PersonalTes
  Mesh 
Monday's
 
Satire
 
Art Class  
Paints
 
House  
'War'
 Rated
 
'Fair' 
ils 11, X 1111X1Ill; 
Lite X ritor 
If you ate thinking in terms 
of a 
reall,  eanits
 p_tint. 
why  not .,:der 
painting a 
whole  
11,,l1,
 S I 
11,1,1its
 in 
A,,ist-
Pieltasia
 Tatty 
's At 
11413 class
 are doing just 
that 
fur a 
semester  project. 
The \sulk is novt- in 
progress 
at 
Children's House,
 a nursery 
school tit Ninth 
street 
across
 
COLOR IT BRIGHT. Art class 114B students add paint and 
imagination
 for semester
 project and give
 a new
 look to the 
Chrildren's House nursery school. Now in its third week. the pro-
ject is in 
need  of exterior surface paint donations, preferably 
bright lasting colors. 
Cont/ibutions  can be left on the front 
porch of 
the  nursery. 
StudyWithWorking
 
Actors  
Is ACT 
Summer
 Offer 
An :unlit' attlors' 
summer .! ttg emphasizing  
personal
 al ,': '1.:n is 
now 
accept-
ing 
applic. 
The Nog; ,,.1. the second an-
nual Summer Training' Congress 
of the American Conservatory 
Theater,
 is 
a five day
 per week 
program from JUIY I through 
September 6 at ACT in San 
Francisen.
 
Actors of every level of 
ex-
perience are accepte.l. The tui-
tion is 
$675.  
Partial  
seholaiships
 
are available thmugh AC7T for 
"deserving students unable to at-
tend wit 
hi
 
, 
The eittl.,  involves work
-
Sill
 41,
 k iV(' 
partici-
pation
 'Fitystlay 
through
 
Satur-
day, 9 
a.m.-5  p.m. It is 
called  an 
"opportunity
 
tor
 close associa-
tion 
with  working 
professionals."  
A 
tidal 
hours of 
training 
ill 
acting.  voice and speech, lan-
gttage. mime, 
commedia
 delle 
arte and theater 
games  are of-
fal 
ed. 
The 1968 
Summer Congress 
drew 225 enrollees, 
with  ages 
ranging lean 17 
to
 60. 
Interested persons may write 
to Robert Goldsby,
 Conservatory 
lairector.  ACT, 450 
Geary  St., 
San 
94102 or tele-
i I". 1 
- 3880 
-0Gre 
 
e(t /1 re 
Bikini Tree 
Jeanie's  Perfect Form 
Fits:  Mode:cd by Helen
 Kelly 
CUSTOM'
 MADE 
BIKINIS
 
alai_
 
ILI-
 
I 
it- 
low
-
2265 Stevens 
Creek  Blvd. 287-5723 
. 
.,ce 
Irian 
the  
I 
ic.,Ith  
The
 
job 
is 
frankly
 bigl'er
 than they 
had 
planned,
 according
 to 
Professor
 
May. 
Furthermore,  
they have 
a 
problem
 securing 
enough paint, 
Explaining the
 work in 
more
 
detail,
 
he 
said,
 
"Actually,  we 
hope 
tu get a 
different 
perspec-
tise on 
painting 
with  this 
pro-
jt-et It is 
hard
 to 
keep the 
colors 
from getting 
out of hand. 
Our 
plan 
so
 far has
 been 
1111 1/11111."
 
Ciiii.DREN'S
 BLOCKS
 
Ile 
explained  
:hat the 
idea 
WM 
to
 paint 
an
 area 
many  tarp, 
if 
necessary,  
and to 
learn 
tr,,  
their 
mistakes.
 "It 
would lie -; 
much
 easier 
to
 paint the 
build-
ing like 
children's 
blocks, 
than 
to work 
fur subtle 
color 
combi-
nations,"
 he said.
 "Of 
course.
 
we can't fail." he 
added;
 
"but 
the degree
 of success
 can vary."
 
He explained
 certain 
ground  
rules have been
 established. 
Col-
ors 
are  
broken  
only
 at 
the  ac-
tual
 
joints of the building, or 
where  the structure so 
indi-
cates. "We 
are hoping it vtill 
look 
good 
from  any angle, hut it gets 
pretty' 
complea," he 
said,  "We 
are 
not 
just
 getting 
colors  
to 
mesh, but personalities as 
well."  
Inside nursery, 
teacher -
director 
Bedi
 Davis, said the 
children 
are excited about the 
new paint job and are interested 
in the 
progress
 of the 
work.  
"We have given them buckets 
of water and  old paint brushes, 
and they have 'painted', too." she 
said.  
OFFERS OF HELP 
Miss Davis also- commented 
the activity 
outside  has
 
brought
 
many passers-by in.side; "people 
have begun to drop in 
to
 see 
what is going on." 
Many people 
a.sk what they 
can do to 
help
 
us in our 
work 
with the children. Occupational
 
Therapy people from across th. 
street.
 for instance,
 have 
off,
 ,. 
t 0 win 
k with some of the chi
 ,-
ren who hose emotional prob-
lems." 
She whirs] in 
passing  that all 
students 
who have 
papers or 
projects
 to (10 in 
relation  to child-
ren are ins 
Mai  
to come in and
 
worls 
on
 , 
ne-to-one
 basis 
with 
the norser 
children.  
DEPRIVED 
CHILDREN  
The 
SCh001, 11111 by the State 
Department of 
Education. seta ,--
most 1 
y 
Iow-itteome,
 one
-pat.
 
and minority
 families. Th,-i r 1-, - 
gram includes 
pre -seta... 
iness to fill lite lack 
for 't,. 
who 
may have 
been  deprived.
 
"Unfort unately" Miss I - 
said.  "the building
 is slatt,1 
he torn 
down."
 A movement
 i 
afoot to 
save
 
the building.
 al-
though
 it 
is
 
not.
 
official.
 she 
so
 
A 
relocation
 
committee
 
la ,;,, 
raise the
 numey 
to move ; 
building
 to 
another
 
site,  T.:Li. 
than
 
see it razed. 
Outside 
again, 
Professor  
May  
said
 he 
understGod  it 
central 
heating
-cooling
 
complex
 is plan
 
ned 
for the 
site. 
"Actually,  
this 
may  be 
our  swan
 song," 
he said.
 
"although
 we 
are  hoping
 that 
this 
rejuvination
 could 
be Da 
salvation
 of the 
house."
 
Concert
 
Friday  
Geof  Frey 
Fairweather.
 exchangt
 
student 
from 
Jamaica,  will 
pre-
sent
 a piano
 recital
 ill 
Concert  
Hall  Friday
 night 
at 8:15. 
Fairweather,
 it 
graduate  
stu-
dent
 in education,
 has 
had 
sev-
eral 
concerts 
in the 
West
 Indies. 
Ills 
program
 will 
include 
vvorks 
by 
Bitch,  
Brahms,  
and 
Chopin  
Ile 
is a student
 of John
 Delevor-
yas, 
associate
 professor
 
of
 mu-
sic. 
Drive-in
 and 
Dining 
Room 
Service  
.1,
 
. 
4 
'CO
 S 
liti;) 
''''' 
1.,4 i 
01(.1  
. 
;., i. 
, 
1111  AC 
0 S 
Df)  you 
Hate
 Our 
Ads?  
 
).,,, ,h,,ihhi.t. 
\\
 , 
ih,ict
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4th and 
St. James 
By 
K 
Viati.t.EN  
LaktiEs
 
si
 
VVrtter
 
The , 
is os 
wet: ted to 
a 
lovely
 
war 
alanday
 
night,
 
cour-
tesy
 of 
University
 of 
thie 
Pacific.  
In a 
slick 
production,
 Sy 
Kanh,  
director,  
and 
his 
eted
 
from
 Pa-
cific 
Theater
 
prosentedi  
''Oh,
 
What
 it 
Lovely
 
War,"  
a 
satiric  
musical
-drama,
 in 
a 
most 
able 
manner. 
It  might be 
said 
that 
the 
worst
 thing 
about 
the play
 was 
one's
 efforts 
to sit in 
a Aloiris 
Guaraldi
 
Program  
Plans
 Jazz 
View
 
Of 
Charlie  Brown 
Charlie  
Brown 
personified
 ill 
sophisticated jazz modes is the 
offering of it concert tomorrow 
at 8:30 p.in. in Los Gatos High 
School  Auditorium. 
Featuring the
 noted jazz 
styl-
ist and
 band leader Vince Guar-
aldi,  the program includes the 
world premier perEormance of 
the "Charlie 
Brown  Suite" by 
Guaraldi, producer of the Charlie 
Brown Tv 
special,. 
Tickets roi. the 
concert.  called 
'The Classics and
 all that Jazz." 
are
 S5 and 
m:ty
 
he
 purchased
 at 
the 
performance or at 
the The-
ater West box office, 50 Uni-
versity Ave., Los Gatos. 
The
 concert
 is sponsored by 
the Theater West Foundat him
 1() 
aid lhe Ainici della Alas', 
chestra. which was recent' 
quilted  by the foundation  
the 1'M%. tsit, 
of
 Sotta 
! 
1 
tr-
. 
,,
 
Dailey
 
Auditorium  
seat 
f;ir 
most
 three 
hours. 
The 
best  
thing which 
1, . 
be said
 is that 
occasionally
 ta,-
play did 
w
-hat
 
it
 inter .!
 
do -- drive home
 tla 
war through
 a satiric 
1, 
World  
War  I. 
The 
vocally  able 
cast 
san   
35 musical numbers int i 
full 
scale 
musical
 
prod Ilk
 
 .k k 
numbers and parodies on popu-
lar
 and 
religious
 songs,
 composol 
during
 
World  
War I. One, a 
pio - 
ody on "What
 A Friend We I 
In Jesus," was titled 
l'his Lousy War 
Is
 Over." 
One of the 
must
 initatina yot
 
effectiie 
numbers  wits six  
- 
'JOYS  
singing the 
lines,
 
As 
'ere 
Because
 We're 
'ere 
Be,
 
... ad insaneurn.
 Lines win, ,  
feetively parallel the present
 
la 
tionalization,
 "We're here bi-
cause
 somelaxly has to 
do
 it." 
One
 
of
 the 
most 
delightful!,
 
irritating 
characters
 was it Bra
 
ish Commander 
who,
 during ta  
stalemate 
from
 Oct. 1914 
, 
March,
 1918 when the power, 
were 
kicked
 at the feint and 
neither
 
side  
more than 
10 
niiles,  
kept urging 
his 
troop,  
to 
attack  the 
weakening 
Ger-
mans.  
Ins 
reasoning is il; ' 
con 
temporary.
 "There 
I 
, 
squemishness  
over 
losit-s.  
population
 is 
smaller
 
thin,  , 
and 
their 
losses
 are larger 
11,,,,, 
0111N. If 
by 
the
 end We hill, 
10,090  
mon
 left. 
and they
 
hai  
Bit% 
we shall 
have  won the
 war. -
least.
 it 
seemed
 
deliahtfiii,
 
reading
 
the  
program 
Hying
 that 
everything  
acted  
-1,4 this evening
 either hap-
' !',I 
or 
111 -LS said,
 sung (ir 
writ -
during
 
1914-inig,
 
Polo
 
anyone
 
nor omit net% poi() 
hoot ... %%WI a full IC' 
top. 
11a114.  for its hy 
in soil. supple, 
leather ... 
black or 
brunt*  ... $45.00 
`40 
OK. :mil 
don't  want 
pLo
 polo. SO we 
knoelse.1 off 41/;:!" awl 
%%ill wit flai the saim 
for 
S29.110  
and
 
dial.,  
4W/
 \ 
S2.115  more than
 a 
pair of Aeme 
lioughouts!
 
218 NV. Santa 
Clara
 Strevt 
I hmniown 
San
 
Jose
 
WORKINGMAN'S
 
STORE
 
Air 
Force
 
Tests 
Spartan Poloists
 
By
 
Daily  
sports
 
Writer  
Spartan water
 pub, coach Lee 
Walton was 
concerned about  
his 
team's 
ability to score 
before  last 
Friday's 
game with 
the alumni.
 
Waltun wits 
pleasantly sur-
prised 
when his team 
scoted
 
16 
goals, but 
unfortunately.
 the 
alumni scored 17 in a 
sudden -
death
 overtime
 victory.
 
"Its me,. fa 
'know  WC can still 
scot 
I 
t on, 
who had pre-
dicted  1i -coring 
game. 
The t's 
have
 another 
(blew,
 t sv 
Walton  how 
well 
they
 
in a game Friday 
IIntramurais  I 
Ennio:
 I'm t rack meet are 
due tomorrovr
 in the intramural
 
office. The 12-e\
 en, meet will be 
run  May 22 and 23. 
Fast-piteh leziternity
 softball 
playoffs  begin
 today 
with
 eight 
teams 
involved.  
Today's  schedule
 
of the 
single elimination
 tourna-
ment 
with  field 
numbers 
in 
parentheses: 
ATO vs. LCA 
131: SPE vs. 
piKA 
tIi;
 
DU 
vs. 
SAr. 
.11;
 and 
SX 
vs. Tr` 
i2).
 All games
 begin 
at 3:45. 
In Tuesday's
 fast pitch 
games. 
ATO beat
 PiNA, 
5-0, as 
Rich  
Watts 
hamered.  and 
SAE won 
by
 
forfeit 
over  DSP. 
In Monday's
 finals of the
 two-
man 
coed volleyball
 tournament,
 
Tim 
Holman  and 
Carol Town-
send defeated 
Courtney Weston 
and Linda Ward 
for  the open 
division
 i  I le. 
Dick 
Peraldo  and 
LynnJohn-
son beat 
John
 Snodgrass and 
Betty Jo Thorp in 
the novice di-
vision 
finals.
 
Faher 
Eaves  won 
three of 
six 
events for high
 point honors in 
last Thursday's
 gymnastics  
meet.  
Eaves
 won the side horse,
 rings, 
and  high bar. Mike Gazin won 
the free exercise
 and parallel 
bars, and Dennis Spanek won the 
trampoline. Gazin scored 8.9 in 
froe 
exercise 
for the top 
single 
event
 score of the meet. 
Today's fraternity slow pitch 
schedule with field numbers in 
urent heses: 
TC vs. SPE Ili; SNu vs. DSP 
, : SAM vs. DU ED; and SAE 
ATO 
In 
Tuesday's  games, SAE 
bombed DSP. 13-1, TC beat SAM. 
14-7, and ATO defeated 
SPE, 
18-5. Craig 
Magnani homely(' for 
SAE. 
night 
against  
the 
Air  
Force
 
Academy.  
Game time
 is 7:30 
in 
Spartan
 
pool.  
'rhe
 
game will con-
clude 
five  
weeks
 of 
swing 
practice. 
Junior Bob Wake
 l'a, 
leading scorer for the
 
hitting on five of sever, 
Mike Monsees and
 Stan Weiss 
impressed Walton with 
thi.ir 
steady play, each 
scoring
 
three
 
goals, 
Walton also 
was  pleasel with 
newcomers.
 Bob 
Chatfield  
4i: I 
goalie Bill Chandler, 
both tran--
fen:
 from Foothill College. 
Chatfield 
scored 
twice,
 al-
though  he is 
still making
 adjust-
ments
 from a 
different  
system.
 
Despite being the losing goalie, 
Chandler 
"looked  solid" in 
his  
first
 appearance in the SJS cage, 
according
 to Walton. Chandler 
had 12 
saves.  
Walton, who cited the varsity 
for "major improvements since 
spring 
spactice  started," noted 
that they 
will have t.o work 
on 
sprints for the ball. The 
alumni 
won every sprint
 last week. 
Tom 
Corder  - k.11 
Arr:;:rican? 
Ho -Hum, Spartans 
Favored
 
It's just another track meet. 
That 
is the way the SJS tracic-
stets are looking
 at this Satur-
day's first year 
Pacific
 Coast 
Athletic Association Champion-
ships at 
Long Beach. 
After capturing the West 
Coast 
Relays Nam
 title with a great
 
overall effort
 from 'the whole 
squad. the
 Spartan 
track team 
enters the
 meet as a 
solid  favor-
ite to add 
another trophy
 to 
its 
overflowing 
treasure
 chest. 
Listed
 in the 
new  track 
con-
ference along with
 SJS are San 
Diego State, 
Long  Beach 
State,
 
Los 
Angeles State.
 U. C. Santa
 
Barbara,  and 
University  of 
Pa-
cific, none 
of which can stand 
up
 
to the
 rxrwerful
 SJS 
team. 
The 
SJS  speed 
squad
 of Lee 
Evans, John 
Carlos, Ronnie Ray 
Smith, Sam 
Davis, and 
Kirk  
Clayton 
will hurry across 
the 
country 
to compete in 
the new 
Martin Luther
 King Games at 
Villanova 
Unikersity  on Sunday. 
Former SJS 
track  star Tom-
mie Smith, the 
Olyrripic Gold 
Medalist in the 
200 meters at 
Mexico City and world
 record 
holder in the 220 and 
440 is 
SJS
 
Booters
 
Face
 
Alumni
 
hat protiM,
 to be one of the most exciting 
soccer
 clashes of the 
s, 
,,,on 
for SJS take 
place  Friday 
night in 
Spartan
 
Stadium  
when 
the Spartans 
tackle
 a talent -laden alumni squad. 
Fans 
will  be treated to two contests, 
the
 first between the SJS 
junior 
varsity and an alumni squad
 will begin
 
at 
7:30 p.m. The fea-
tured 
game
 between the Spartan 
varsity and alumni is 
scheduled  for 
9 p.m. 
"This 
will be an interesting game for the fans to 
watch."  
Spartan 
mach
 Julie
 Menendez says. 
"Becau.se  of the talent on 
both 
squads
 
it 
should  be a high scoring 
contest.  The alumni have 
several players 
on their squad who
 have received All-American 
honois." 
The Alumni could field six players in 
their  starting lineup who have 
received
 either first or second 
All-American honors. 
These  outstand-
ing 
players  include 
right fullback 
Steve  Locci, 
left half 
Dave
 
Kings-
ley. 
inside
 right Fred 
Nourzad, center forward 
AI
 KOI*1311S, inside 
left 
Henry 
Camaeho and goalie
 Frank  Mangiola.
 
The rest of the Alumni
 starters will be center half Gary 
Tacini,
 left 
fullback
 
Hap Sermol, right half Colin 
Lindores,  
outside
 right Joe 
Sermol
 
and 
outside  right Robert Salazar. 
The 
Spartan  
varsity, which opened its spring slate with a rousing 
9-0 
triumph
 over Stanford
 two 
weeks ago, will be led by Sophomore 
Mani
 
Hernandez,
 named by The 
Sporting 
News
 
as the Outstanding 
Collegiate
 
Player
 in the 
United States last season. Hernandez will 
start
 at 
outside  
right.
 
Menendez
 
has 
named
 Viguen 
Khachiiiin  to
 open in goal 
with  Al 
Rodrigues,
 
right  
fullback;
 John Poulaicos, 
left halfback; Andre
 Mitre -
chill, right
 
half;
 
Zelyko
 Pavic, 
center half; Jim St.
 Clair, left half:  
Hach 
Gharfoui,
 inside
 right; 
Art  
Romswinckel,  center forward; 
EMI 
Trondsen. 
inside 
left;  
tind 
Hocshang Delrooz, 
outside 
left. 
General 
admission
 
for the 
alumni
 games will be 
$1. 
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SPARTAN
 OISTANCE
 runner 
Andy  Vollrner 
hits  the tape 
to
 
win a recent 
dual  meet. 
Friday
 and Saturday
 Vollmer and 
his 
SJS
 teammates 
will  compete in 
the  league 
championship  at 
Long
 
Beach. 
scheduled
 to compete
 in the 
meet.  
Smith 
has  been 
working
 out on 
the  Spartan 
track  and there
 has 
been talk 
that he may-
 team up 
with 
Carlos,  Evans,
 and Smith 
on an 
"All
-Star" 
880  relay 
team,  
a sure bet for a 
world  record. 
Although John 
Carlos and the 
Spartan
 sprint 
relay  teams 
grab-
bed 
the spotlight  
at Saturday's  
West 
Coil'it
 Relays, the rest of 
the 
team  put the frosting
 on the 
cake.
 
Long 
jumper
 Marion Anderson,
 
showing the
 beautiful form. 
quickness 
and  speed that 
could 
win in the 
NCAA  Championshil
 
won  
the  
long
 jump
 with a 
25-5"i  
leap for the 
other  SJS first. 
Anderson,
 a Contra Costa 
.1(' 
transfer, 
finished ahead of 
fine field 
which included
 
Ron  
Jessie of 
Kansas,  Gayle Hopkins, 
and Stan 
Royster. 
Spartan weightmen John 
ThAv-
ell 
and 
Dick Marks
 
were
 both 
below previous bests. Powell 
tossed the 
discus  182-0 behind 
the 
winner
 
Jay Silvester 
was also far off of hts wort,' 
record
 
hest 
of 224-5 
while  Mar
 I; 
who has 
been bothered 
by an 
infection
 
man.er,ed 11,4%, 
58-8 in the 
s),,,, 
Intermediate
 hurdler Larry
 
W:11Is inched III 
respectable 
5'2.3 
but didn't
 
Place
 while 120 
high hurdler 
George Carty show-
ed signs of 
getting
 in shape with 
a 13.9 in his heat. 
Darold  Dcrit looked good in 
a 9:07.4 
decking'
 
of
 the 
steeple-
chase, Neville 'Myton ran a fast 
1:48.8 
leg  on the sprint relay 
team,
 and Darnell
 
Hillman  
cleared 6-10 in the high jump in 
other bright spots for 
SJS.
 
Pole vaulters Chris Papanico-
laoll and Sam Caruthers contin-
ued to master 
the 16-6 mark, 
17-0. 
RING  
GRADS. 
Let us help in your search for that 
new sales or marketing job. We have 
r.lany
 
openings, even for neophyte 
sdlesrnen.
 There 
is
 never a 
charge
 
as our 
employer  client pays 
our fee. 
See us soon. 
Merit 
Agency  
Member  
Sales 
Consultants
 
First 
Valley Bank Bldg. 
3550
 Stevens 
Creek Blvd.
 
248 
5:05 
ammosoff4   
SOUL 
COMES
 
TO STANFORD
 
The immortal RAY CHARLES brings
 his entire show 
to the Roscoe Maples Pavilion
 Tuesday night, 
May 27 
- showtiine is 7:30 p.m.- 
for the benefit 
of the Stailf,,rd 
Children's Convalescent
 Hospital. 
The A.S.S.U. Special 
Events Nerd and 
Cardinals 
Board 
are  sponsoring 
this charity 
performance.  
DON 
1TIONS: 
St.50, S5.00
 
Tickets
 
are nil 
sale 
at 
\ I 
I 
SI';  ROX 
OFFICE
 
and 
the 
S.1S STUDI:
 \ \ I 
\ IRS 
oi.FICE
 
RAY 
CHARLES 
IS WIIO'S 
HAPPENIN'
 
STANFORD
 IS WHEF
 i 
HAPPENIN'  
MAY
 27,
 7:30 
P.M.
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Corder
 
Learns
 
Fast
 
ii,t;% IN DOVI,E 
D,IiIN 
Sports
 1% 
rilrr
 
Speed. a strong arm 
and a 
consistent bat are 
three  things 
that 
every  major 
league 
baseball
 
scout looks for 
in
 a prospect. 
Maybe 
that's why the Sptir-
tans' shortstop Tom Corder is on 
top of 13 major league scouting 
charts  because of 
his  perform-
ance as a Spartan for the
 last 
two
 years.
 
The junior advertising
 major 
from 
Novato is actually just 
blossoming into a ballplayer. 
Corder (lid 
not  start playing base-
ball
 until 
he was 
12 
years  old 
after moving to California 
from 
Oregon 
- but he has 
caught
 on 
quickly. 
His first baseball
 
game in Cali-
fornia was with the Mill Valley
 
Little League Tigers
 at 12. He 
played Pony 
League,  and was 
semi -pro star
 at 15 before going I 
into 
American  Legion. 
BATTING ABILITY 
Corder does several things 
ex -1 
ceptionally but
 one that stands 
out is his 
capability  ,(J hit the / 
long ball - somethirg very few 
shortstops do in the ma,iors. 
He exemplifies Califorria
 An-
gles shortstop Jim 
Fregosi the 
field.
 Corder, like the 
American  
League  all star 
shortstop, has 
I 
number of errors 
to
 his credit.' 
But  the rea.son 
that
 Corder has I 
most of 
his 
errors is 
because
 he I 
comes
 up with 
ground
 balls that 
i 
the  average 
ball
 player couldn't
 
get 
near. 
Against
 California earlier
 this 
season he kept the Spartans
 
train  
lo:sing  in nine 
innings
 when he 
picked 
off  a line drive 
with the 
bases
 loaded with 
a diving stop 
and  came up 
throwing.  This is 
just one of 
the outstanding 
plays 
that 
he's
 contributed 
to
 the Spar-
tans' cause. 
Corder 
attributes  his 
baseball  
'earnings to coaches 
Ed 
Sobezak  
and Gene 
Menges  and also 
to his 
summer teammates. 
TO PLAY 
SEMI
-PRO 
After school Corder 
will  play 
for the San Rafael Braves - a 
team made up of ex -pros - 
which  is one of the top semi
-pro 
teams
 in the United States. 
Corder's talent has not been 
limited to the ball
 diamond over 
the years. At Novato High he 
was 
an all league 
selection  in 
football, basketball
 and baseball 
and won six letters in two years. 
Corder has won several honors 
since coming to California
 from 
Oregon, 
including
 being named 
the 
player  of the year in 
his  
American Legion 
District  Tour-
nament, 
twice  Most Valuable 
Player
 of his Legion team, and 
the Santa Clara Valley 
and 
81.irls%
 i ler. 
Player of tile 
WIY.k  1.1 i)111 
lit11/111...;  '1,1'tier 
11'0111  mak-
for his performances 
this year an ing the
 1969
 All 
American
 
squad  
the diamond 
- and
 if not
 this 
year  it 
v.ill be 
He
 Wilt; named to the Bay 
Area  
next 
year
 for sure
 unless
 the 
Frosh League's
 WI 
star  
team
 
his 
1(1.,, 
him  first 
first  year at San Jose 
and
 :IS a - 
sophomore last year 
was  an hon-I 
orable mention 
West Coast Ath-
letic 
Conference  selection. 
This season things 
should 
be 
getting better 
around award,
 
time for 
Corder. 
ALL
-CONFERENCE  TEAM.' 
He is without a 
doubt  the best 
shortstop  in the WCAC and 
should be name(' to the all -Con-
ference team. Last year's
 all -
Conference
 
selectio  n, Al 
ber
 
Strane of Santa Clara. was out-
played
 by Corder in both 
appeat-
ances against the Broncos.
 
It 
was also against
 SCU that le 
received 
the  SCV Player of th, 
Week award. 
Lack of exposure 
to
 the
 
nem,
 
schools will be the nal), 
thinv  
SUMMER  
WORK  
rt-Time
 Now, 
Full
-Time  
\\ 
School
 is 
Finished
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-Spoken, Car Elmential 
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,-:tarting Salary 
Call 246-2230 
lir. Lyles 
Pauld
 
Maier  
72 SO. FIRST ST. 
SAN JOSE 
PHONE 297-0920 
WESTGATE 
SHOPPING 
CENTER  
1600 SARATOGA
 AYE. 
PHONE 379-3051 
eweierJ 
ALMADEN 
FASHION
 PLAZA 
4'14  ON THE MALL 
PHONE 
266-8466 
710 DEL MONTE CENTER 
CARMEL HILL. MONTEREY 
PHONE 375 
6577
 
lege 
blot  iroz 
$175 
and 
up
 
n  
$175 
and 
up
 
To 
the  girl who knows
 what she 
wants but not 
where  to find it. 
Match your style 
with our 
many
 distinctive 
designs. And 
ask us about 
our famous 
orange Blossom
 guarantee. 
Paid:4 Mailer Atvelri 
42nd  
\_.Year
 
VAUGHN'S 
LESS
 
THAN
 1/2 PRICE 
ANNIVERSARY
 
SALE
 
Year 
Our 
VAUGHN'S
 founded
 in 1927 at 
Sather Gate, 
the  
main
 entrance to 
the University 
of California 
at
 
Berkeley, proudly
 celebrates its 
42nd Anniver-
sary. We offer our
 Ftock of recognized
 natural 
shoulder  clothing and 
furnishings
 at LESS THAN 
PRICE.
 
SPORTCOATS
 
39.50....
 Now 
19.63
 
49.50....
 Now 
24.63  
55.50....
 Now 
27.63  
Sweaters
 
10.95...Now 5.33 
15  95 . 
Now  7.88 
19.95...Now 9.88 
 BERMUDA SHORTS
 
 JACKETS 
NOW 
LESS THAN 1/2 PRICE 
Many Other
 Items in All
 Departments
 
Now
 Less 
Than 1'2 
Price 
 Rink 
Crisdit  
Cards 
Wslcom
 
SUITS
 
69.50....
 
Now  
34.33
 
85.00....
 
Now 
42.33
 
100.00.
 . . 
. Now 
49.33
 
IhUG
 
41.-. AT SATHER 
GATE
 
---4o 
Slacks
 
19.95...Now
 9.97
 
22.95...Now
 
11.47  
27.50...Now
 
13.75  
 
SPORT  
SHIRTS
 
 DRESS
 
SHIRTS  
NOW 
LESS  
THAN  
1/2 
PRICE  
UNIVERSITY
 MEN'S SHOPS
 
(sr 
F92?
 
? PM* 
1.1 
Drop 
in
 at 125 So. 
Fourth
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Spartaguide 
TODAY
 
Philossophy
 
Department,  8 
p.m.,  
HEL
 
Prof.  
Norman
 :Malcolm will 
speak  on 
"Wittgenstein  - 
On
 the 
Nature
 of Islirxi." 
Students  are 
invited.
 
Angel  Flight. 7 
p.m., 11111324. 
All 
Angels  at 
tend.  
Mexican -American Student 
Confederation  
(MASC),
 
P.m,  
Newman Center. 
Students Action 
Against
 Pol-
lution,
 2:30 p.m., E131. 
French Club, 1:30-3:30 p.m., 
ED313. Discuss party
 and picnic. 
United Compun Christnan Min -
Wry,
 12:30
 p.m , Chapel of Rec-
rcmw.,
 
Estracta
 
s 
Imports
 &Variety 
 
Incense 
 
Rings
 
 Water 
Pipes  
 Earrings 
We have 
the 
of psychedelic 
posters
 in 
the San Jose area. 
largest 
selection  sst 
onciliation, 300 S. 
10th  St. Holy 
Communion in celebration of As-
cension  
Day. 
Hawaiian Club, 
7 p.m., ED211. 
All members 
please attend. Elec-
tion of 
officers.  
Young 
Repuhlimos,  
7:30 p.m , 
S210. Election 
meeting. Refresh-
Ments
 
will 
be
 
served.
 
Campus 
Crusade for 
Christ,  8 
p.m., Jonah's 
WaiL Everyone 
welcome. 
TON1ORROW
 
The 
Iranian Student.
 Associa-
tion, 2 
p.m.,  Hl. 
Important
 meet-
ing. 
All
 
members
 urged to 
attend.  
To 
Finish
 Novel 
Flick 
Wins 
Grant
 
Steve  Flick,
 senior 
English 
major,
 has won 
the Wallace
 
Stegner
 
Award  from 
Stanford
 
University  for 
the unfinished
 por-
tion of his yet
 untitled 
novel.
 
The $3,500 
prize is 
intended  to 
allow Flick
 to 
complete
 
his novel. 
Ken Kesey 
won  the award 
in 
1962 which 
made it 
possible
 for 
him  to complete 
"One Flew 
Over
 
the Cuckoo's 
Nest."
 
Flick 
is a contributor to 
Reed
 
magazine, currently 
on sale. His 
shot t story, "The Witness," was 
judged the "most outstanding" 
prose in Reed by Richard D. 
Lynde, 
assistant  professor  of 
English.  
Teacher
 
Interviews
 
Representatives
 from 
the fol-
lowing school
 districts 
will be 
on campus 
during  the 
next  two 
weeks to 
interview teacher
 can-
didates 
for  the 1969-70 
school
 
3ear. Interviews will be 
held tor 
the 
Placement
 Center, Bldg. AA.
 
122
 S. Ninth St 
Interested  can-
didates 
may sign for an 
appoint-
ment now. 
THURSDAY,
 MAY 15 
51onterey Peninsula 
Unified 
(Monterey 
County),  elementary 
and 
high.  
ten through
 six, special 
services.
 
Patterson
 Joint 
Unified  (Stan-
islaus 
Count
 y), 
kindergarten
 
through
 six, 
limited
 
junior
 
and  
senior 
high. 
Cash Awards Offered  
College
 
Union 
Needs
 Emblem 
Finishing touches are being put 
on
 the SJS College Union. The 
massive
 structure, which will be 
completed in a few months, is in 
need 
of an emblem and a 
sculp-
ture which
 will be placed at 
the 
Ninth Street 
entrance. 
The 
College Union
 Board of 
Governors 
(CUBG is 
seeking 
student help for the design of (he 
emblem 
and  sculpture. An award 
of $50 will be presented for the 
best  seal design 
submitted.  
Deadline for the 
seal  contest 
has been extended through 
May  
29, Interested students
 are asked 
to 
submit  pen 
and ink 
drawings  
to 
the  
present
 
Union,  315 
S. 
Ninth  St. 
The 
thawing
 
should
 be 
Art Cleaners 
10% DISCOUNT 
WITH
 ASB 
CARD
 
One Day 
Service  
Sweaters & 
Cashmere Coats 
Our  Specialty 
400 E. 
SANTA  CLARA 
293-4900  
"Work o 
Art"  
done
 un 8 tiix11
 
inch
 
paper. 
According
 
to u.nion
 
director,  
Ron
 
Barrett,  
the 
seal  
will  be 
used 
on 
stationery,
 
letterhead.s,
 and 
possibly
 will 
be 
placed
 on 
the 
front 
of 
the 
new
 
union.
 The 
seal  
is
 
similar
 
to
 a 
logo.
 
A 
$2,000
 
purchase
 
award
 is 
of-
fered
 for
 the
 
design
 
and  building
 
of 
the 
sculpture.
 It 
muo  
lie 
con-
striieted of 
it 
miiterial
 that 
would 
complement
 
the  
building.
 
Models 
should
 
he submitted 
to 
the present 
union 
by 
May  29, 
along 
with  
specifications
 of 
the 
size and material 
of 
the 
com-
pleted wink. 
Models
 
shotdd
 be 
desk
 top 
size.  
For 
additional
 
information,
 
call  
29.1.111.
 
esi. 
276';  
A 
PIPE
 
SMOKER'S
 
DELIGHT
 
Algerian
 
Briar  
Hand
-
Fashioned  
Pipes  
cloo' 
EDWARD'S
 
PIPE
 
& 
ToBAcco
 
situp
 
EL 
CAMINO
 
& SAN 
ANTONIO
 
RD. 
LOS
 ALTOS
 
Spartan  
Daily
 
Classifieds
 
Taft Union 
High School Dis-
trict (Kern 
County),  
limited 
'62 
VW 
ei.COP ent cond. 25,000 miles 
on 
reblt engine. tuned
 exhause, $795. Call 
1110:11.
 
286-1358.
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 Ill 
'61 VW BUS, -urs, needs 
some work 
Good 
 -n: must 
see  to be 
eve: $250. -or
 Burn Surfboard. 9' 
$65. 
'62 
FORD  FAIRLANE. 
Low mileage, 
 New brakes. r/h, auto. blk. 
$795 
or best offer. Call 
64 FORD FALCON 
FUTUIA, automatic 
115.;:,,irron_7th  St. 
from
 8.4 p.m. on 
Wed.
 3 
 ,teering,
 white/black 
intr. ex-
. Sp 
so ed 
by
 
aydettes.
 
  
cur.ditii.r.
 Bed offer, 
call 293 -
coder&  
(me 
ceigOice
 
day
 display 
ads. Sierra
 Tra al, 
98 5 7 
4112.0
 
 
EUROPE JET 
$279. See 
Monday
 
& 
233. 
0 
190 S. 
1st Street 
297-9176
 
_S 
FRIDAY, MAY 16 
3Ionterey Penbutula Unified 
(Monterey County) Elementary, 
high. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21 
Rio 
Linda  Union Elementary 
(Sacriunento County), kindergar-
Specializing  in 
RECAPPING
 
1 
Day Service
 
20,000 
Miles or 1 Year 
Written 
Guarantee  
Against Road Hazards
 
John 
Marzano's  
.5Odeper Tire cepoice 
BENEFIT
 FOR SAN
 JOSE ZOO 
Dinner.Dance
 
Entertainment.
 Frontier 
Village, Sat. May 17. 
Donation
 
$7.50  per 
parson.  
Includes
 dinner,
 dancing,
 rides. 
Adults 
only.  Tickets 
available 
from:  
Andy's Pet 
Shop 
iTho
 Alameda),
 
San  
Jose Zoo
 (Kelly Park). 
Weekends
 Only. 
BRING 
your  
unwanted
 clothes
 to the 
big 
Sante  Monica 
Blvd., Beverly
 Hills.  
"1,000  
CLOWNS,"  - 
Morris 
Dailey,  
, 7 
& 10 p.m., May 16, 50c.  
'66 
GTO.
 389.4 
speed  power steering/
 
SIAMESE
 Kittens
 Female 8 
wks.  Adorable 
, 
 
raks-wide  
oval
 tires. Ex. 
mech.  
* and p 
aylul. 
$10.  Call 
28.7-4449. 
Ma)e a'fer. 
251.5391.
 
'64 
TRIUMPH  TR 4 81350  
AM'FM,  
nvertbie tops, clean. Must see to 
,  ate. Cail Brad, 
294-3517. 
*1 FEMALE
 
-TRAVELING-COMPANION
 
.67
 
SUNBEAM,
 
e.cel.  cond. new Mich 
needed
 for
 Europe. 
Call
 
Wendy  
287- x 
Ebeed. Call 253-0376. 
90 
N. Montgomery 
San 
Jose 
293-8131
 
"OW 
10101.44140,10.4MA.101.9010We'14010.241~,i44,060W105411.  
BILL'S
 
COLLEGE
 
PHARMACY
 
Cosmetic Specials
 
71/1ax 
3aclor  ?ladle!' 
&trey 
66 p 
miiE 
The 
place to go!
 
South 
10th 
c W 
' 
South  
10th 
Street
 
E. William 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
I 
rer**********************************************
 
iLOWNSCLOWNSCLOWNSCI.
 
4. 
 
 
 
 
V 
: 
: 
4. 
 
 
 
at 
a. 
a. 
4. 
at 
a. 
a. 
4, 
4, ...tarring,
 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 
Jason  
Robards
 & 
Barbara
 
Harris  : 
. 
* 
. * 
. 
* 
. 
,,,,0
 .. 
* 
. 
  
Friday.
 
May 
16 
: 
* 
* 
ecoesoosso
 
Deo,
 
0 
0 
0 
 
* 
; 
i 
APIA
 
0 
, i 
New
 
Price-  
50c 
* 
* 
* 
* 
7:00
 & 
10:00
 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
4,4, 
IFLICICS'
 
. 
Morris  
Dailey  
* 
* 
* 
4, 
* 
is 
* 
tr 
011100000***
 
eoeDeolo011e
 
* 
* 
o  Auditorium
 
* 
4c 
ar 
OW g 
* 
: 
(Next Week: "What', Ner, 
Pteovrat-1
 
************************************4***********:
 
1000
 
CLOWNS
 
4074. 
ii"term'y 
'59 CHRYSLER MOTOR
-413  cu. ir`. 
1,4.1 for 
irboard  
boat.  
C ,.er 7 p.m. 293-0948. 
ALPHA
 ETA 
RHO  
Aero 
P! 
Near Russiu
 ' 
 
5 
p.m. Do r    . 
1.^  
for
 food. 
picnic
 
ard 
 . 
OPFN
 
F. 
Peo-
 ple 
who 
stval m strangers 
alway: 
end 
 
,  
ir their friends. 
-John  
Murphy
 
A c,rt, 
,i 
v',LLCOME 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
121 
"1,000 
CLOWNS"
 - 
Morris 
Doiley
 7 
& 
10
 
p.m.
 Friday 50c  
'65 
HARLEY 
DAVID. 
250 SPRINT
 SS. 
A1 
condit;on.  3.000 
miles.  
Asking  
$600/best  
offer. 
Call  Ron, 
286-6624.
  
LOOKING
 
FOR  A 
CLEAN 
AND 
IN-
EXPENSIVE
 
HAPPENING?
 
Wash  and 
wax  your 
car  at 
ASTOR'S
 Coin 
Auto 
Wash, 732 So. 
1st  
'49 
WILLY'S
 JEEP - 
reblt. 
eng. & 
steer-
ing.  Tow 
bar,  roil 
bar,  top, 
hubs,  mud 
tires. New 
starter,
 4 wd.
 Call 
377.0540.  
'611 VW 
automatic 
Tr. $1810.
 ex. cond.
 
or $100 & 
tk. over 
pymts.  ph. 
298.0533  
after  2 
p.m,  
1967  
MERCEDES  
BENZ 200
 di, 
Blaupunk+
 
radio, ww, 
driving
 lights, 
urious economy 
- call 
336.5170.  
'67 VW,
 dark blue, 
exc.  
cond.
 
R3i  
large 
luggage 
rack, ski rack. 
chains,
 
iriw 
$1325. Call 
Clark, 
241-2900,
 days. 
225. 
2242, eves.
 
'59 WI 
Bus., 
Etc.
 mech. cond.
 
$25/offer.
 
Call  287-0656, eves.  
'67 Deluxe 
Sedan  VW. 
Exc.
 cond. Mi. 
 
sell. 
$1300/offer.  253-7968. eves. 
'59 
VOLVO  544. $250/bast 
offer.  286 
4301 or 
287-4861.
 
'62 FORD Stn. 
Wgn. 4 dr. V8. $325/best 
offer. 
286-4301.   
FOR SALE:
 '63 Pontiac 
Catalina,
 good 
condition,  new tires, 
$750/bast offer. 
Phone
 253-5101
 after 5 p.m.  
'68 HONDA Trail 90. Exc. cond. 600. mi. 
$240. Call 292.0538, eves.  
TRIUMPH 650cc. Erc. mech. cond. Clean 
strong. $735. 287-1006.  
'so VW Bus, just rblt. 9 
passenger or 
double bed for 
camping.
 Good shape. 
$550. Call 374-1739.  
'69 VW Bug. 
Esc.
 condition.
 A real bar-
gain.
 1390. Call 295.9094 
after  5:30 p.m. 
'66 VW Sunroof r/h 
Exc. Mech. con-
dition. Best offer 
over  $900 takes. Phone
 
227-6775,
 
PONT. GTO. 1967.  400 
cubic in. 4 
speed
 
radial  fires. Excellent 
condition. 377-
,216879c.
  
ORVETTE, 
hard and 
soft 
tops.  new 
metalic 
brks and 
HD clutch
 plus 3-2's
 
$850.
 Rob, 
287.7868.
 
'63 CHEV van, very qd.
 cond. 
tight 
eng. new
 
tires,
 big, economic
 
8385/
 
offer. 
867-4284  
or
 287.1301.
  
VW 
Trailer
 Hitch
 SI5 
and/or  snow 
chains
 $5.  
964-0168
 
after 
5 p.m. 
FOR SALE CD 
US. 
SURPLUS NAVY PEA 
COATS, field 
jackets, 
bell bottom pants, leather
 and 
suede 
jackeh, camping 
supplies.  HIP. 
PIE -FASHIONS. Laca end 
velvet 
goodies. 
JACK  & PATS 
THIRD  HAND 
STORE.
 375 E. Nodding. 
Between 8th 
9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun., 
:Posed 
Mon. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC
 EQUIP. - Takumar 
135rnm 
F3.5. 200mm F4.0 lenses, 
other
 
41e4n9sse.s & 
access. Discount prices, 286 
BICYCLE,  10
-speed.
 Peugeot, very
 new, ' 
v./acres.
 Selling because 1 
lest my flab 
and for fees. $60.
 287.4886.  
PANASONIC  AM FM STEREO 
PLUS
 
record player. Sony TC255 tape deck. 
287-3481 room 912B.  
SU1fFBOARD-9'6" Jacobs. $65. Ca 
Paul 
297.5115.
 
SURFBOARD  - MoreyPope, good 
 n $ 
01 Jim 
793 3522 
Standard  
office 
typewriters.
 
G,vaneed
 
o 
work. 
$8.50 up. 
2847
 
Varden.
 377. 
5045.
 Garage
 Sale.  
LAND
 IN 
AUSTRALIA.
 one
 sq. 
ft. in 
New 
S. Wales. 
Great  
for a 
gift 
or your 
own 
bag.  Legal deed 
$1.813  
(2 for
 $3) 
Send
 
now. Sydney
 
Investors,  
364  Fir 
Tree 
Ct., 
Milpitas,  Cal. 
95035.  
HELP 
WANJED  
14)
 
WANTED:  2 
Male 
Science  
Majors.  To 
assist
 in 
Psych.
 
experiment.
 Pay 
$2.00 
hr. work 
done
 on 
campus.
 April -May. 
Call
 
Mrs. 
Rice 
968-7548.
  
GIRLS 
if you're 
looking  for a 
part time 
job, 
with
 flexible 
hours  & good 
pay, 
don't
 pass 
up
 this ad.
 No 
experience  
necessary  
$2.00 
hr. Call 
287-1196.   
WANTED:  
Dependable
 
Babysittor  for 
9 
mo.  child two 
blocks from 
Campus. 
Call
 
286-4832.   
PART-TIME
 
housekeeper
 needed
 for 
small 
apartment.
 Call 
295-3786  
before
 
11:15 
a.m.
 MWF.  
LIBERAL,
 part.time
 
housekeeper
 
needed
 
for small
 apartment.
 Call 295-3786
 be-
fore 
11:15 a.m.. 
MWF.  
COUNTER  
WORK.
 Yummors
 Roast 
Beef 
has 
many  full 
time
 and 
part-time  
posi-
tions open 
for
 both 
men and 
women in 
their new 
restaurant.
 
Apply 
in person
 
Monday 
thru
 Friday, 9 a.m.
 to 5 p.m. at 
1198 
Meridian  Ave., San Jose.  
"1,000 
CLOWNS,"
 - 
Morris 
Dailey,  
7 & 10 p.m..
 May 16, 50c.  
Tutor  wanted 
for Sta+ 115e,
 price open.
 
CakIlfarfteB42.:30,  
leave
 number. 287.0439.
 
FACULTY
 MEMBER FOR
 ADVISOR T6 
N S SERVICE 
CLUB. CALL 292.8309 
,NFC",MAT[ON
 
SENIOR OR GRAD 
STUDENT to assist 
- . P,-rt Pvdd g. Now 
 hr. Ca+ 
257.1809.
 
Positions available a summer 
camp.  
prefcrsb/y
 21 s. aa-i .0r.
 
Biperienced
 
Instructors in Scub  a diving, Sail-
ing, Golf. Riflery, .  Riding 
(Eng-
lista), Water front  
Tennis.  
Wrangler.
 Janitor 
' .- Watchmen. 
College Credit
 ava. 
See 
Placement
 
40$1  4 
in 
"FISHING" 
FOR A GOOD 
DEAL?
 
(7;1';
 
 
1*40.'
 
 
 OFIC 
1.111:1'16,1110.t
 
'7;1, 
-44 
"CATCH" ONE FAST
 WITH 
A 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  CLASSIFIEDS 
JC206 
PART-TIME
 
or
 
full-time
 
jobs. 
local 
or 
national
 
phone  
for  
interviews.
 
797-5732.
 
HOUSING  
151 
LARGE
 
STUDIO  
apartment
 
available
 for
 
summer
 
and fall. 1/2 
blk.
 from campus. 
$80.  
Large  
office  
also 
available
 im-
mediately
 $50
 
287-7387.
 
SR. 
OR
 
GRAD.  
FEMALE
 to 
share  
big  
split-level  
apt.  own 
room. 
pool,  air 
cond. 
$65 
mo. and
 close 
to 
campus.
 
Call  259. 
6867
 
after  6 p.m.  
FEMALE
 
ROOMMATE
 
NEEDED
 
unt.1
 
June
 to 
share 
apt.
 with 3 
others.
 $31.5C.
 
- close to 
campus.
 
294-1827.   
FURNISHED
 STUDIOS
 - I & 
2 room 
apts.) 
Also I room. 
Reasonable. 
37
 S. 
5rh.
  
FACULTY  
HOME 
$29,500  
Pala
 Rancho.
 
Take over 
6% loan 
on
 2 story. 4 
bdrm., 
3bth. 259.6791
 after 6 and 
weekends.  
GIRL: 
furn.  
attractive
 2 rms.
 bath. 
sep. 
ontr. my home. 
4 blks. from SJS.
 
565. 
utils. pd. 
non-smoker.drinker.
 After
 
5 p.m.
 
292-1327.
  
FEMALE  
ROOMMATE
 NEEDED. 1 
bdrm.  
apt. ph. 
295-7724.  (in 
PM)  
GIRLS! 
SUMMER  
apt.  for 
rent,
 and/or 
roommates  wanted. Low 
summer
 rates. 
Also, fall vacancies. 399 S. 12th St., 
after 
5 p.m. 
TEMALE  
ROOMMATE
 needed for
 fall. 
Up. div. or grad.,
 non-smoker. 
$66/mo.,
 
own bdrrn. Call 
Ruth, 292-1298.  
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
wanted  $41.25/ 
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool 
& Sauna. 
Sr. or 
Jr. 
preferred.
  
272-0804.
   
FEMALE ROOMMATE -NEE-D-ED 384
 E. 
William. $45 rho. 292.8437.  
LOOKING FOR A 
ROOMMATE? CALL 
BAY AREA ROOMMATES 327-6392.  
FURN. APT. - Married couples only. 
$l20 $135/mo.
 165 E. Reed, Apt. 3, San 
Jose. 
Beginning  
June  15.  
LIBERAL
 FEMALE NEEDED to share apt. 
nr. campus for six wk. summer session. 
Call Casey, *314, Allen Hall (Hippie 
Haven) anytime after
 4 p.m. or please 
drop by. 294.8741.  
SUMMER RENTAL,
 I blk. from campus, 
large 3 bdrrn.. 2 bth, dishwasher; 2 bdrm. 
reduced rates. Fall rental, I, 2 bdrm. 
296-4965.  
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for house on 
Ilth St Oar room 
$35/mo 286-0483 
TWO BDRIa. house available for summer, 
June 
15 -Sept. 
15.
 1/2 
blk.  from 
campus.
 
Call 287-3929.  
YEAR ROUND RATES 2 br. unfurnished 
apts. recently painted.
 new 
drapes, 5 
min. 
from 
SJS. $110/mo. 293  
5995. 
COMMUNAL LIVING. 
Some openings 
this
 
summer for 
couples  and 
singlns
 
in a 
large house.
 205 So. 
12th. St. 
F02191/37N867.R7EIN. w2 cabdr 
AaEpKt..
 dF sip! 
y.
 sf 
uurmn  
& 
Fall.  
295-0763.   
MALE 
ROOMMATE
 NEEDED 
for sum-
mer. 
nr. 
campus.  
Own 
room. 
$28/mo.
 
Keith 
286.4839.   
I 
Bedroom
 ept. for 
rent.
 
633
 S. 8th. 
Apt. 
I. 
Water  
and  
Garbage
 
paid   
SUMMER
 RATES.
 Now 
taking
 applica.
 
tions
 
for
 summer
 
end  
fall 
2 
& 3 bdrm. 
furn.  
lqe  
units.  
Pool,
 
470  
S. I Ith 
#1 
028N7i751.900.  
THREE
 
FEMALE
 
ROOMMATES
 
needed
 for
 summer. 
470 
S. I I 
th. 
Contact
 
Judy
 at 
295-5545  
after
 
5:30.  
Near  
Boulder
 
Creek.
 Large
 
Furn.  
cabin 
for 
sale.  
quiet
 
wooded
 
area,  
259.6066.
 
MEN
-ROOM
 
FOR 
RENT
 
with  V 
chen
 priv. 
rooms
 
available
 
for sum 
mer
 
also.
 86 
S. 
12th.  
298.7392.
 
LOST
 
AHD
 
FOUND
 
10
 
'66/8-98L
 
- 
MIVAARN
 
-F'°0  
pojj
 
u! 
senelcj
 
PeL".,-1
 
I 
'1.501 
CLASSIFIED
 
RATES  
-Tinr-'num
 
Three 
lines  
One day 
One 
day Two
 days 
Three  days 
Four 
days
 Fhre 
days 
3 lines 
1.50 
2.00- 
2.25 
- 2.40 
2.50
 
4 lines 
2.00 
2.50 
2.75 
2.90 
-3.00
 
5 lines 
2.50 
3.00 
3.25
 
3.40  
3.50 
6 
fines  
3.00
 
3.50 
3.75 
3.90 
4.00 
Add 
this 
amount for
 
each ad& 
tfonal  
line
 
10 
AO .50 
..50 
.50 
CHECK
 A 
CLASSIFICATION  
0 
Announcements  
(1) 0 
Help
 WaMed (4)
 D 
Personals  (7) 
Automotive (2) 
D 
Houk' 
(5) 
CI
 
Services  181 
0 
For
 MN 
s3)  C.1
 Lod Ir 
01,4 r,V 
1/49, 
No refunds on cancelled ads. 
Print  your ad hers 
(Count 
approximately  33 
letters and spaces 
for 
each
 
lint)  
Print Name   
For
   
Days 
Address
   
Enclosed
 
Is $   
Clty   
Phcm   
SEND CHECK, 
MONEY  ORDER,
 OR CASH TO: SPARTAN 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS
 
SAN 
IOSE STATE 
COLLEGE, CALIF. 95114 
Pleas
 allow 2 Ian 
Air piecing to 
ad to appear.
 
LOST: 
Pair 
of
 
glasses  in a tan
 case. 
REWARD.
 
Call 
258.5223.
 
PERSONALS
 
( 7 1 
ENJOY
 THE
 WARM afternoons by visit-
ing  San Jose 
Zoo  in Kelly 
Park.  Call 
287-1637
 for 
info. 
DATING
 
SERVICE,
 $2.00 for life. Espert 
matching. 
286-4540.  
GENEROUSLY
 ENDOWED
 FEMALE 
girlfriend  for well behaved 
to average
 weight, 
average
 
in looks, height, 
Call Sat. 
Braron 
Arms - Win Saturday at Mof. 
  ) \i,e love 
you. 
, Students p.oase see 
me to make your 
I " 
" ',ore 
e0iovable.
 
1 can show 
yag 
VW 
help  
you  live 
boicv.  . 
 

 i-s. Doug Vaughn - 
Bob 
Hi,:  .  ....or 285-8801  
SERVICES 
(11) 
F)(PERIENCED 
TYPING - ELECTRIC. 
Master's - 
Reports
 - 
Dissertations.
 
Marrianne Tamberg.
 1924 
Harris
 Ave. 
Call 
371.0395. 
San 
Jose.  
HAVE YOUR CAR 
WASHED BY AN EXPERT! 
Do it yourself. ASTOR'S Coin -op Auto -
wash 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln. 
WE 
WILL DESIGN your engagement 
ring and sell you a quality diamond et  
a wholesale 
price.  40.60% off the re-
tail price. Call Jim 
Self
 286-0964. 
WEDDING 
INVITATIONS $5.95/hundrod 
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416) 
321-1317
  
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, 
EXPER-
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. 
from  cam-
pus. 
Mrs.  Aslanian. 
298.4104.  
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You 
supply 1 yd. 
material  & 1 yd.
 lining. 
Allen Hall  
*122.  
294.8741.   
BABYSITTING IN 
THE  HOME while you 
attend classes. Across from library. Call 
Mrs 
B. 
Florgoe,
 
287.0564. 
FREELANCE
 PHOTOGRAPHY  
by Rich-
ard 
Kelso for ary 
occasion. Highest 
quality.   286
 
1139
  or 
296-7992.   
RENT 
A 
STEREO:
 
Or
 a TV 
from  Esche's 
Free
 
delivery,  frea service, no 
contract. 
S10.00 per 
month.
 
251.2598.
   
TERM
 PAPERS 
to type? 
Need  
Help? 
Accurate,
 
fast typing available,
 call
 M, 
377-8327.
 
STUDENT 
TYPING in 
my
 home.
 Fast, ac 
curev mirdr
 
editing,
 Mrs.
 Baxter,
 Phone 
244
 
...,
 
tANTA CLARA
 - typing, 40c a 
sheet,
 
Mii 
' 
244.8689.
 
fYPING
 
Term 
papers. reports,
 
ditto* 
stnn 
West 
side: 252-5288.  
VROOF 
READING  and 
MANUSCRIPT
 
EDITING.
 
NO
 
typing. 
Call
 
2484522.   
GARDENING,
 
landscaping
 & 
piping, 
moving, 
pruning,
 cleaning 
(yard).
 Rea-
sonable.  
Call
 
298-4383  or 
287.5276.   
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
to fit your budget 
VINO S PHOTOGRAPHY & 
CUSTOM 
COLOR  LAB 
Bus. 272.2210 - 
Res. 
251-3126,
 9.5
 p.m. 
PORTRAITS  2 
Elx10's $12.50.
 Weddings,
 
commercial.
 
Frank Dalkey  
Photographer.
 
Call 
298-0894.  
rag
 
NG - term 
papers.
 
thesis.
 
°to. 
reasonable
 rates. 
Call 
Bonnie  
at 
287.  
368 I.  
MOULDER
 MEN: 1; you 
wart
 to look 
. 
 
dueller.  
WT
 
717,
 
TRANSPORTATION
 19)
 
EUROPE, Jet 
Charter
 s, $275-315
 
rcl. 
$ I 75 
one  way. 
1217  
Carleton.
 
Berkeley. 841-35765
 
after  5 
p.m
  
RIDE 
AVAILABLE:  
Commute 
from
 S.F. 
to S.J. during
 summer session 
between
 
7:30
 
a.m.-10:30
 a.m. 
564.4517
 after 6 
eaftenralliellen**1011111111.111..M.011=0.1.11111111
 
Come  
to: 
Classified
 
Adv.  
Office
 
-J206
 
 
Phone 
294-6414,
 Ext. 2465 
